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59-9-13

COLLECTION OF TAXES
Effective Date.
Section 3, Laws 1939, ch. 100 (Code
1943, 80-9-12) provided that act should
take effect on approval. Approved March
17, 1939.

Collateral References.
TaxationQ;::::>298.
61 C.J. Taxation § 675.

ARTICLE
CITY, TOWN AND COUNTY
Section 59-9-13.

6

LIQUOR

CONTROL

FUND

City, incorporated
town and county liquor control
-Purpose
of-Distribution
and use of fund.

fund-Creation

of

59-9-13. City, inCO'rporated town and county liquor control fundCreationof-Purpose of-Distribution and use of fund.-'l'here
is created
a fund to be known as the "City, Incorporated Town and County Liquor
Control Fund" to be administered by the state auditor as in this section
provided.
On July first and January first of each year, commencing January 1,
1948,the state auditor shall certify to the finance commission of the state
of Utah the monies available to each county, city and incorporated town
of Utah which shall pay the amount certified by the state auditor to each
of the said counties, cities and incorporated towns of the state of Utah
from the monies deposited to the credit of the city, incorporated town and
county liquor control fund. The state auditor shall determine the amount
of money for each county, city and incorporated town on the basis of the
proportion that the population of the area of each county in Utah outside
of the incorporated limits of any city or incorporated town therein and
the population of each city and incorporated town in Utah bears to the
total population of the state of Utah as of the last official state or federal
census.
The monies distributed to the counties, cities and incorporated towns,
as in this section provided, shall be used for lawful purposes; and, provided
further that nothing in this act shall prevent counties, cities and incorporated towns from cooperating and coordinating their activities with the
money so .,derived.
History: C. 1943, 80-9-13, enacted by L.
1947, ch. 112, § 1.

Collateral References.
Taxatione=o908.
61 C.J. Taxation § 2234.

CHAPTER 10
COLLECTION OF TAXES
ARTICLE1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

GENERAL PROVISIONS, 59-10-1 TO 59-10-8.
DUTIES OF COUNTYTREASURER,59-10-9 TO 59-10-18.
ESTATES, 59-10-19.
RAIL AND MOTORCARRIERS,59-10-20 1 59-10-21.
TAX COMMISSION-PREVENTIONOF Loss, 59-10-22.
CoLLECnoN IN CASE OF WASTE OR DEPLETION, 59-10-23 TO 59-10-25.
DUE AND DELINQUENTTAXES, 59-10-26 TO 59-10-28.
SALES, 59-10-29 TO 59-10-41.
FORECLOSUREOF TAX LIENS, 59-10-42 TO 59-10-47.
SALES OF PER.SONALPROPER'l'Y,59-10-48 TO 59-10-55.
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11. REDEMPTION,59-10-56 TO 59-10-65.
12. APPORTIONMENT,
59-10-66, 59-10-67.
13. SETTLEMENTWITH STATB, 59-10-68 TO 59-10-72.

ARTICLE
GENERAL
Section

59-10-1.
59-10-2.
59-10-3.
50-10-4.
59-10-5.
59-10-6.
59-10-7.
59-10-8.

1

PROVISIONS

Tax has effect o.f judgment-Lien
has effect of execution.
Personal property tax a lien on estate.
Nature and extent of lien.
Taxes on personal property-Collection-Attaehment
to real property1
Seizure and sale.
Rate of previous year governs-Proration
among other units.
Settlements with auditor-Payments
to treasurer.
Entries of payments made.

59-10-1. Tax has effect of judgment-Lien

has effect of execution.-

Every tax has the effect of a judgment against the person, and every lien
created by this title has the force and effect of an execution duly levied
against all personal property of the delinquent. The judgment is not
satisfied nor the lien removed until the taxes are paid or the property sold
for the payment thereof.
History: R. s. 1898 & c. L. 1907, § 2595;
taxes without suit; therefore no action
C. L. 19-17, § 5995; R. S. 1933- & C. 1943,
80-10-1.

Comparable Provisions.
Deering's
Cal. Rev. and Tax. Code,
§ 2186 (every tax bas effect of a judgment
against the person); § 2193 (lien has effect of execution
duly levied against
property
subject to lien) ; § 2194 ( the
judgment is satisfied and lien removed
when, but not before, (a) tax is paid or
legally cancelled, or (b) for nonpayment,
property is sold to private purchaser or
deeded to state).
Montana
Rev. Codes 1947, § 84-3807
(identical).
1.

Construction and application.
This section seems to make the tax a
debt against the individual
owning the
property,
and a lien on his property
rather than a charge against the property alone. This smacks of an assessment against the person, rather than a
charge against the realty alone. Hayes
v. Gibbs, 110 U. 54, 169 P. 2d 781, 792,
concurring opinion of Mr. Justice Wolfe.
The purpose of this section has to do
with the means, manner and time of making collection. Its language indicates that
every tax shall be collected by the same
means, in the same manner and within
the same time as a judgment,
unless
otherwise expressly provided. Crystal Car
Line v. State Tax Comm., llO U. 426, 174
P. 2d 984, 990.
2.

Remedies for collection of taxes.
This section affords ample and summary powers and means for collection of

can be maintained
therefor, because no
statute provides for suit to be brought for
taxes. Crismon v. Reich, 2 U. 111.
The right in the county to foreclose its
tax lien under 59-10-41 to 59-10-46 is cumulative only. If county proceeds to satisfy
its lien in the ordinary way-by
sale, auditor's deed and May sale-there
is no
necessity for even considering the fore·
closure procedure, as the latter is just auother way of accomplishing the same ob·
jective-collection
of taxes. The foreclosure proceeding provided by these sections
is not available to a purchaser of defective
tax title. Fisher v. Wright, 101 U. 469,
123 P. 2d 703, cited in Anson v. Ellison,
104 U. 576, 140 P. 2d 653.
Quitclaim
deed from county which
failed to convey valid tax title does nol
create a lien which can be foreclosed
under this section. Anson v. Ellison, 10!
U. 576, 140 P. 2d 653.
3. Manner of collection of taxes.
, This chapter expressly provides for collection of a tax against personal property1
in a summary proceeding through seizure
and sale of the personal property of th11a
delinquent. Crystal Car Line v. State Tall
Comm., 110 U. 426, 174 P. 2d 984, 990.
'4. Lien against property generally.
Lien did not attach under this section
where property
was severed from city
limits before levy was made. Gillmor v.
Dale, 27 U. 372, 75 P. 932.
Under this section and 59-10-3 a per•
son purchasing property at tax sale and
receiving
certificate
of sale acquires &
lien on the property by subrogation. Ore-
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gon Short Line R. Co. v. Hallock, 41 U.
378,126 P. 394.
Legislature has right
and power to
make taxes a lien upon all property
of
the owner of taxed property, and also to
give such lien priority over all other liens
of whatsoever nature. Union Cent. Life
Ins. Co. v. Black, 67 U. 268, 247 P. 486,
47 A. L. R. 372.
To constitute tax a lien against each
and all of properties
of owner at date
of the levy superior to liens already existing, such intent of the legislature must
be found in the language
used, either
expressly or by necessary implication. Union Cent. Life Ins. Co. v. Black, 67 U.
268, 247 P. 486, 47 A. L. R. 372.
This lien cannot attach to pllOperty not
within jurisdiction
of taxing
authority,
because of decree of segregation
under
10-4-1. Plutus Min. Co. v. Orme, 76 U.
286, 308, 289 P. 132.
In accordance with general rule -that
a general tax assessed
and levied on
personal property
is not a lien on the
property so assessed and levied, unless
it is so provided by statute,
it is held
that general personal
property
tax assessed and levied on an automobile
is
not a lien thereon
under this section.
Accordingly, sheriff is not entitled
to
seize automobile in hands of bona fide
purchaser for value from delinquent
taxpayer. Taylor Motor Car Co. v. Salt Lake
County, 74 U. 594, 281 P. 49.

5. - effect of partial payments ..
Under this section, where partial payment of tax is made on account,
the
amount paid must be credited
on total
amount due, and the lien for balance
of tax continues in full force on taxed
property. State v. Evans, 79 U. 370, 380,
6 P. 2d 161, 84 A. L. R. 766.
extinguishment of lien.
Lien of bondholders
for drainage
district taxes is extinguished
when county
takes title to property
for delinquent
general taxes and purchaser from county
takes title free and clear of such lien.
Hanson v. Burris, 86 U. 424, 46 P. 2d
400, a:ff'd 297 U. S. 378, 80 L. Ed .. 728,
56 S. Ct. 511; Gardner v. Dobson, 86 U.
473, 46 P. 2d 422; Millard County v. Millard County Drainage Dist. No. 1, 86 U.
475, 46 P. 2d 423.
6. -

7. Priorities.
Supreme Court of Utah is committed
to rule of liberal construction
of taxation statutes in favor of priority of tax
liens over liens created by private
contract. Union Cent. Life Ins. Co. v. Black,
67 U. 268, 247 P. 486, 47 A. L. R. 372.

OF TAXES
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Under this section tax for general governmental
purposes
is superior
to tax
levied by a drainage
district,
although
statute does not expressly so provide. Robinson v. Hanson, 75 U. 30, 282 P. 782.
Drainage tax lien held inferior to general tax lien. Hanson v. Burris, 86 U. 424,
46 P. 2d 400, aff'd 297 U. S. 378, 80 L.
Ed. 728, 56 S. Ct. 511.
Taxes for general
governmental
purposes, lawfully imposed by state, are paramount to all other demands against taxpayer, although statute imposing tax does
not expressly declare such priority. Hanson v. Burris, 86 U. 424, 46 P. 2d 400,
a:ff'd 297 U. S. 378, 80 L. Ed. 728, 56 S. Ct.
511.

8.

Exoneration of realty.

Former statute held to make it mandatory on collector to exhaust taxpayer's
taxable personal property before proceed•
:.iug to sell taxpayer's
real estate for de;J.inquent real estate taxes. Hamer v. Weber
County, 11 U. 1, 37 P. 741, per dissenting
-opinion which, in Eastman v. Gurrey, 15
·U. 410, 49 P. 310, it was stated should
13tand as controlling opinion in case.
. Under former statute,
held that sales
for delinquent real estate taxes, at which
pecause of absence of bidders properties
were struck off to probate judge, certificates of sale afterwards
being delivered
by collector to county clerk, were void,
because of collector's failure to previously
exhaust taxpayers'
taxable personal prop•
erty, and that, consequently,
county acquired no lien or other right by virtue
pf such sales. Hamer v. Weber County, 11
U. 1, 37 P. 741, per dissenting
opinion
which, in Eastman v. Gurrey, 15 U. 410,
49 P. 310, it was stated should stand as
controlling opinion in case.

Collateral Reference-s.
Taxation <§:=>545.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1290.
Payment and collection of taxes, 51 Am.
Jnr. 830, Taxation § 943 et seq.
Liability
for taxes accruing after execution
of contract
for sale of land
and before conveyance, 12 A. L. R. 411.
Liability of purchaser of personal property for taxes assessed against
former
owner, 41 A. L. R. 187.
Right and remedy of mortgagee who for
protection
of his security pays taxes on,
or redeems from tax sale of, mortgaged
property, 123 A. L. R. 1248.
Right in respect of taxes where property
is taken in eminent domain, 79 A. L. R.
116.
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59-10-2. Personal property tax a lien on estate.-Every tax upon personal property is a lien upon the real property of the owner thereof, from.
and after 12 o'clock m. of the 1st day in January of each year.
History:
R. s. 1898, § 2596; L. 1905,
ch. 125, § 1; C. L. 1907, § 2596; L. 1909,
ch. 6,3, § 1; C. L. 1917, § 5996; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 80-10-2.

Comparable Provision.
Deering's
Cal. Rev. and Tax. Code,
§ 2189 ( tax on personal property
is lien
on real property of owner thereof).
Construction and application.
This section is inapplicable
to property
not within jurisdiction
of, and under authority of, taxing power. Plutus Min. Co.
v. Orme, 76 U. 286, 307, 289 P. 132.
The language
of this section clearly
indicates that the purpose of the preceding section was not to create a lien on
real property
of the owner of the assessed personal property. Crystal Car Line
v. State Tax Comm., ll0 U. 426, 174 P. 2d
984, 990.
1.

2.

Priority of lien.

Lien provided
herein is superior
to
any and all liens created
by acts of
private
parties
either before or after
levy of tax. Union Cent. Life Ins. Co.
v. Black, 67 U. 268, 247 P. 486, 47 A.
L. R. 372.
Lien upon real estate
for personal
property tax herein provided is superior
to pre-existing
mortgage lien upon real

estate; and such lien
until tax is paid or
nonpayment,
in view
59-10-1. Union Cent.
Black, 67 U. 268, 247
,372.

continues in effect
property sold fo1
of provisions of
Life Ins. Co. v,
P. 486, 47 A. L. R.
'

Collateral References.
Taxatione=>507.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1168.
Tax liens, 51 Am. Jur.
§ 1010 et seq.

881, Taxation

Constitutionality
of statute impairing oj
postponing lien for taxes, 136 A. L. R. 32$1
Constitutionality
of statute which extinguishes
or impairs lien of special as•
_sessments on sale of property for taxes,
53 A. L. R. ll40.
Lien for tax imposed by one taxing unit
as affected by lien or sale for tax imposed by another taxing unit of same
11tate, 135 A. L. R. 1464.
Priority
as between federal and sta~
taxes, 62 A. L. R. 146.
Priority as between lien for inheritance,
succession
or income tax and lien for
,general taxes, ll9 A. L. R. 1330.
Priority
as between lien of taxes and
lien of special assessments,
65 A. L. 11.
1379.

59-10-3. Nature and extent of lien.-Every
tax upon real property is
a lien against the property assessed; and every tax due upon improvements
upon real estate assessed to others than the owner of the real estate is a
lien upon the land and improvements; which several liens attach as of the
1st day in January of each year.
History: R. S. 1898, § 2597; L. 1907, ch.
2, § 1; C. L. 1907, § 2597; C. L. 1917,
§ 5997; R. S. 1933 & C. 1043, 80-10-3.
Comparable Provisions.
Deering's
Cal. Rev. and Tax. Code,
§ 2187 (tax on real property is lien against
property
assessed);
§ 2188 (tax on improvements
is lien on taxable land on
which they are located, whether assessed
to landowner or other person).
Montana
Rev. Codes 1947, § 84-3809
(identical, except that liens attach as of
first Monday of March in each year).
1.

Operation and effect of section.

This section does not authorize
tax
upon property that was not within limits
of taxing authority at the time of assessment, because of decree of segregation
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under 10-4-1. Plutus Min. Co. v. Orme, 76
U. 286, 308, 289 P. 132.
This section seems to make the tax a
debt against the individual
owning the
property, and a lien on his property rather
than a charge against the property alone,
Hayes v. Gibbs, llO U. 54, 169 P. 2<1
781, 792, concurring opinion of Mr. Justice
Wolfe.
2.

Lien of county.

The lien which is given to the county
is a right to resort to the property for
the tax debt, but where the tax debt is
paid by a sale to a private purchaser,
the debt is paid and the right to resort
to the property is gone. There is no right
to resort to the property for a reimbursement of the purchase price paid to the
county. The statute gives no such right nor

COLLECTION
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although the statute imposing the tax does
not expressly declare .such priority. Accordingly, it is superior to tax levied by
drainage district. Robinson v. Hanson, 75
U. 30, 282 P. 782.

does the law. The 1,rmciple of caveat
emptor applies. See concurring opinion in
Fisher v. Wright, 101 U. 469, 123 P. 2d
703.Anson v. El1ison, 104 U. 576, 583, 140
P, 2d 653, 656.
Quitclaim deed from county which failed
to convey valid tax title does not create
a lien which can be foreclosed under t!1is
section. A valid lien will not arise from
an invalid levy and assessment. Anson v.
Ellison, 104 U. 576, 140 P. 2d 653.
When a tax is subsequently
properly
levied the lien may relate back to the
1st day of January of the year in which
the proper levy should have been made.
Anson v. Ellison, 104 U. 576, 140 P. 2d
653.

7.

Effect of covenant
against
encumbrances.
Tax lien held encumbrance
upon real
estate
within
covenant
of warranty
against encumbrances
where real 2state
was purchased after date tax had become
lien, as against contention that no breach
of covenant arose until after tax became
delinquent and property exposed to sale
or until after
purnhaser
was evicted.
George A. Lowe Co. v. Simmons Warehouse Co., 39 U. 395, 117 P. 874, Ann. Cas.
1913E, 246.

3. Tax sales.
This section fixes no limit as to time
within which sale shall be made. Little v.
Gibbs,8 U. 261, 30 P. 986.
Under this section and 59-10-1 a person
purchasing property at tax sale and receiving certificate of sale acquires a lien
on the property by subrogation.
Oregon
Short Line R. Co. v. Hallock, 41 U. 378,
126P. 394.

Collateral References.
Taxation~507.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1162.
Constitutionality
of statute
impaumg
or postponing lien for taxes, 136 A. L. R.
328.
Constitutionality
of statute which extinguishes or impairs lien of special assessments on sale of property for taxes, 53 A.
L. R. 1140.
Constitutionality
of statute which provides for summary · entry of judgment
upon certificate or finding by taxing body
or officer, 149 A. L. R. 312.
Lien for tax imposed by one taxing
unit as affected by lien or sale for tax
imposed by another taxing unit of same
state, 135 A. L. R. 1464.
Personal liability
of tax collector of
state or its subdivision for illegal taxes
collected, 14 A. L. R. 2d 383.
Priority as between federal and state
taxes, 62 A. L. R. 146.
Priority as between lien for inheritance,
succession or income tax -and lien for
general taxes, 119 A. L. R. 1330.
Priority as between lien of taxes and
lien of special assessments, 65 A. L. R.
1379.

4. Effect of improper assessment.
Failure to assess taxes to owner did
not invalidate assessment. Jones v. Box
Elder County, 52 F. 2d 340, applying this
section.
5. Discharge of lien.
Partial payment of tax does not discharge this lien in t.oto but only pro
tanto. State v. Evans, 79 U. 370, 380, 6
P. 2d 161, 84 A. L. R. 766.
6. Priorities..
Lien for taxe~ upon real estate hereunder is superior to pre-existing
mortgage lien on property. Union Cent. Life
Ins. Co. v. Black, 67 U. 268, 247 P. 486,
47 A. L. R. 372.
Under this section, taxes for general
governmental purposes are paramount
to
all other demands against the taxpayer,

59-10-4. Taxes on personal p,roperty-Collection-Attachment

to real

property.-At
the time of making the assessment the assessor shall collect
"he taxes on all personal property when, in his opinion, such taxes are not
a lien on real property sufficient to secure the payment of the taxes, unless
such taxes are at the request of the owner attached to and made a lien on
real property within the same taxing unit sufficient to secure the payment
of the taxes, or the taxpayer furnishes a good and sufficient bond, payable
to the county in an amount twenty per cent in excess of the tax, conditioned
for the payment of the tax prior to the 30th day of November.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2666;
C, L. 1917, § 6067; L. 1919, ch, 123, § 1;

R. S. 1933, 80-10-4; L. 1941, ch. 83, § 1;
C. 1943, 80-10-4.
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CompUer's Note.
The 1941 amendment
made substantial
changes in phraseology of text.

Collateral References.
Taxatione:>545.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1290.

59-10-5. Seizure and sa.le.-Unless taxes on personal property are paid
or secured as provided for in the next preceding section, at the time of
making the assessment or at any time before the first Monday of June
following the assessment the assessor shall collect the taxes, by seizure and
sale of any personal property owned by the person against whom the tax
is assessed, in the same manner as provided for seizure and sale of personal
property by the county treasurer:
History:

C. L. 1917, § 6060!K, added

by

§ 1; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943, 80-10-5.
Cross-Reference.
Seizure and sale of personal
59-10-48.

Construction
and application.
This section provides for the collection
of the personal property
tax by county
assessor. Crystal Car Line v. State Tax
Comm., 110 U. 426, 174 P. 2d 984, 991.
1.

L. 1919, ch. 123, § 1; 1919 (S. S.), ch. 18,

property,

Collateral References.
Taxatione:>545.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1290,

69-10-6. Rate of previous year governs-Proration among other units.The assessor shall be governed, as to the amount of taxes to be collected
by him on such personal property, by the rates of levy of the state, city,
town, school, metropolitan water and other districts, and other taxing unit~
of the previous year which shall be deemed to be the rates of levy, and the
tax so collected shall be the full tax on such property, for the year in
which it is assessed. 'l'he money thus collected shall be paid into the county
treasury and paid by the treasurer to the various taxing units pro rata in
accordance with the levies for the current year, when made as provided
by law. Any tax upon personal property which is not paid prior to the
making of such levies shall be computed in accordance with the levies
effecting such property for the current year.
History: R. S. 1898 & 0. L. 1907, § 2657;
C. L. 1917, § 6058; R. S. 1933, 80-10"6;
L. 1941, ch. 83, § 1; C. 1943, 80-10-6.

Compiler's Note.
The 1941 amendment
terial changes in text.

made several

ma-

Collateral Reference,s.
Taxatione:>'545.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1290.
Uncollected
taxes for previous years
as deductible
in determining
amount to
be appropriated
or amount of taxes to
be assessed for current year, 98 A. L, R.
500.

59-10-7. Settlements with auditor-Payments
to treasurer.-The
as:,essor, on the first Monday of each month, must make a settlement with
the county auditor, and must pay into the county treasury all moneys
collected by him for such taxes during the preceding month.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2,660;
C. L. 1917, § 6061; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-9.
C'ompHer's Note.
Former sections 80-10-7 and 80-10-8, Code
1943, were repealed by Laws 1941, ch. 83,
§ 2.
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Collateral References.
Taxatione:>545.
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69-10-8. Entries orf payments made.-The assessor must note on the
assessment book, opposite the names of each person from whom taxes have
been collected by him, the amount thereof.
IDstory: R. S. 1898 & C'. L. 1907, § 2661;
C. L. 1917, § 6062; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-10.

Compiler's Note.
Former section 80-10-11, Code 1943, was
repealed by Laws 1941, ch. 83, § 2.
Collateral References.
Taxationcg:;:,545.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1290.

ARTICLE 2
DUTIES
-,ection 59-10-9.
59-10-10.
59-10-11.
59-10-12.
119-10-13.
59-10-14.
59-10-15.
59-10-16.
59-10-17.
59-10-18.

OF COUNTY TREASURER

Mailing valuation notices.
Tax notice.
Entry of tax payments.
Receipts for payments-Cash
payments required-Exceptions.
Settlements with county commissioners.
Deductions and refunds.
Property assessed more than once.
Action to collect-On
removal of taxpayer to another county.
Evidence.
Costs of suit.

59-10-9. Mailing valuation notices.-The county treasurer shall furnish
to each taxpayer by mail to the address noted on the assessment book,
postage prepaid, or leave at his residence or usual place of business, if
known, a notice of the kind and valuation of property assessed to him, also
notice of the days fixed by the county board of equalization for hearing
complaints. The notice of assessed valuation shall be mailed at least ten
days before the first day of said hearing, and the treasurer shall then
deliver the assessment books, map books and statements to the county
auditor as clerk of the county board of equalization.
History: R. S. 1898 & O. L. 1907, § 5912;
L. 1909, ch. 90, § 1; C'. L. 1917, § 5912; L.
1919, ch. 116, § 1; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-12.
Effect of failure to give notice.
A failure to give the notice required
by this section invalidates
a tax sale of
the property, because its omission is not
a mere irregularity,
but a vital defect.
The giving of these notices in form and
1.

as prescribed by the statute is an essential
jurisdictional
fact. Olsen v. Bagley, 10 U.
492, 37 P. 739, reaffirmed in Eastman v.
Gurrey, 15 U. 410, 49 P. 310, applying 1
Comp. Laws 1888, § 2030, which is much
like present section.
Co1lateral References.
Taxationcg:;:,•363.
61 C..T. Taxation §§ 812, 814-817.

59-10-10. Tax notice.-On receipt of the assessment roll the county
treasurer shall index, in one or more indexes (if more than one, the alphabet
shall be so divided that no names shall appear in more than one place in
such indexes, unless for lack of space transferred to some other place to
be referred to) the names of all property owners shown by the assessment
roll; and shall, opposite each name in the index, refer by number of
assessment roll (if there is more than one), and by page and line or by
serial number, to all pieces of property standing upon the assessment roll in
such names. The tax commission shall prescribe a form of index which shall
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be uniform in all the counties throughout the state. He shall proceed to
collect taxes and shall furnish to each taxpayer, except car companies and
the owners of automobiles, motor stages, motor transports, and trailers
employed in common-carrier business, by mail, postage prepaid, or leave
at his residence or usual place of business, if known, a notice of the amount
of tax assessed against him, which shall set out the aggregate amount ol
taxes to be paid, for state, county, city, town and school purposes, etc.
If the property has been sold for a prior tax within a period of four years
and has not been redeemed, the treasurer shall stamp on the notice "Sold
for a prior tax"; and the notice shall set out separately all taxes levied
only on a certain kind or class of property for a special purpose or purposes,
and shall have printed or stamped thereon the rate of taxation for each
purpose for which taxes have been levied; when and where payable; the
date such taxes will be delinquent; and the penalty provided by law.
History: R. S. 1898, § 2610; L. 1899, ch.
68, § 1; 1901, ch. 126, § 1; C. L. 1907,
§ 2610; L. 19'11, ch. 116, § 1; 1915, ch. 27,
§ 1; C. L. 1917, § 6010; L. 1925, ch. 2, § 1;
R. S. 1933, 80-10-13; L. 1937, ch. 104, § 1;
C. 1943, 80-10-13.

'2.

Compiler's Note.
The several amendments enumerated
history
line made several
changes
phraseology of text.

Collateral References.
Taxation<P363.
61 C.J. Taxation § 812.

Cross-Reference.
Cost of eradicating
noxious
cluded in tax notice, 4-5-4.

weeds

in
in

in-

1.

Words and phrases defined.
Undoubtedly
the word "proceed"
in
this connection means to bring a suit.
Salt Lake County and Territory of Utah
v. Golding, 2 U. 319, 325, applying Comp.
Laws 1876, § 351.

Partial payments of tax.
This section does not preclude county"
treasurer
from receiving
or acceptingi
partial payments or payments on account,
State v. Evans, 79 U. 370, 6 P. 2d 15!,
84 A. L. R. 766.

Lack or insufficiency of notice, which in•
validates tax sale or tax deed as to one
having an interest in or occupying the
property, as affecting another occupying it
or having another interest therein who received a sufficient notice, 146 A. L. R.
666.
Misinformation
by public official or employee in respect of taxes or special assessments as ground of estoppel of public, 87
A. L. R. 988.

59-10-11. Entry of tax payments.-The county treasurer must mark
the date of the payment of any tax in the assessment book, opposite the
name of the person paying.
History:
R. S. 1898, § 2611; L. 1899,
ch. 68, § 1; C. L. 1907, § 2611; C. L. 1917,
§ 6011; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943, 80-10-14.

tial payments
of taxes, to be credited
on account thereof. State v. Evans, 79
U. 370, 6 P. 2d 161, 84 A. L. R. 766.

1. Partial payments of tax.
This section contains
no prohibition
against
county treasurer
accepting
par-

CoUateral References.
Taxation<P530.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1251.

59-10-12. Receipts for p,ayments-Cash payments required-Excep.
tions.-The county treasurer must· give a receipt to the person paying any
taxes, specifying therein the amount of the assessment, the description and
kind of property assessed, and the aggregate amount of taxes paid; provided, that taxes levied only on a certain kind or class of property for
special purposes, otlier than for state, county, city, town and school purposes, etc., shall be separately set out; provided further, that upon said
receipt shall be printed the rate of taxation for each purpose for which
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taxeshave been levied. County warrants shall be taken in payment of
countytaxes, city warrants in payment of city taxes, and school district
warrantsin payment of district school taxes. Except as otherwise provided
bylaw, all taxes shall be paid in cash.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2,612,;
L. 1911, ch. 116, § 1; C. L. 1917, § 6012;
R.S. 1933 & C. 1943, 80-10-15.
!. Partial payment of tax.
Under this section, county treasurer
mayreceive and accept partial payments
of tax on account, though he cannot be
eompelledto do so. State v. Evans, 79 U.
370, 6 P. 2d 161, 84 A. L. R. 766.
CollateralReferences.
Taxation(p528½,
61 C.J. Taxation
§§ 1249, 2261, 2292,
2296-2302.
Conclusiveness of tax receipt, 73 A. L.
R. 152.
Constitutionality of statute permitting
paymentof taxes in installments, 101 A. L.
R. 1335.
Estoppel to dispute
tax receipt
as
against one dealing with property
on
faith thereof, 27 A. L. R. 1213.
Failure of property
owner to make
formal election to avail himself of privilege of paying taxes or special assessment in installments,
140 A. L. R. 1442.
Partial payment of tax, 84 A. L. R. 774.

Payment of tax assessment which improperly
describes
property
owned by
taxpayer as good payment on that property, 23 A. L. R. 79.
Payment of tax by check or draft; and
question of subrogation in that connection,
124 A. L. R. 1155.
Personal liability
of public officer
sureties on his bond to property owner
for failure to present, or delay in presenting, checks given in payment of taxes,
105 A. L. R. 711.
Provision
of bonds, coupons or other
obligations of municipal or political body,
or of statute or ordinance under which
they are issued, that they will be accepted
in payment of taxes, validity and effect of,
100 A. L. R. 1339.
Right of one who pays taxes for which
another is bound to subrogation
to the
right of the taxing power, 61 A. L. R.
587.
Right of taxpayer to pay one tax against
his property without paying other taxes
against it, 89 A. L. R. 715.
What taxes are within contemplation of
contract which provides for payment or
assumption of taxes or varies consideration
with reference
to taxes, 140 A. L. R.
517.

or

59-10-13. Settlements with county commissioners.-On the first Monday
of March and June, and the second Monday of September and December,
the county treasurer must settle with the board of county commissioners
for all moneys collected by him, and on said days must deliver to and file
in the office of the county auditor a statement under oath showing:
(1) An account of all his transactions
and receipts since his last
settlement; and,
(2) That all money collected by him is in the co1mty treasury.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2614;
C. L. 1917, §6014; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-16.

Collateral References.
Taxation~557(1).
61 C.J. Taxation § 1313.

59-10-14. Deductions and refunds.-The board of county commissioners, upon sufficient evidence being produced that property has been
erroneously or illegally assessed, may order the county treasurer to allow
the taxes on that part of the property erroneously or illegally assessed
to be deducted before payment of taxes. Any taxes, interest and costs
paid more than once, or erroneously or illegally collected, may, by order
of the board of county commissioners, be refunded by the county treasurer,
and the portion of such taxes, interest and costs, paid to the state or any
taxing unit, must be refunded to the county, and the proper officer must
draw his warrant therefor in favor of the county.
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taxes have been levied. County warrants shall be taken in payment of
county taxes, city warrants in payment of city taxes, and school district
warrants in payment of district school taxes. Except as otherwise provided
by law, all taxes shall be paid in cash.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2612,;
L. 1911, ch. 116, § 1; C. L. 1917, § 6012;
R. S. 1933 & C. 1943, 80-10-15.
1. Partial payment of tax.
Under this section, county treasurer
may receive and accept partial payments
of tax on account, though he cannot be
compelled to do so. State v. Evans, 79 U.
370, 6 P. 2d 161, 84 A. L. R. 766.
C'ollateraJ. References.
Taxation€:=>528½,
61 C.J. Taxation
§§ 1249, 2261, 2292,
2296-2302.
Conclusiveness

of tax receipt,

73 A. L.

R. 152.
Constitutionality
of statute permitting
payment of taxes in installments, 101 A. L.
R. 1335.
Estoppel to dispute
tax receipt
as
against one dealing with property
on
faith thereof, 27 A. L. R. 1213.
Failure of property
owner to make
formal election to avail himself of privilege of paying taxes or special assessment in installments,
140 A. L. R. 1442.
Partial payment of tax, 84 A. L. R. 774.

Payment of tax assessment which improperly
describes
property
owned by
taxpayer as good payment on that property, 23 A. L. R. 79.
Payment of tax by cheek or draft; and
question of subrogation in that connection,
124 A. L. R. 1155.
Personal liability
of public officer or
sureties on his bond to property owner
for failure to present, or delay in presenting, checks given in payment of taxes,
105 A. L. R. 711.
Provision
of bonds, coupons or other
obligations of municipal or political body,
or of statute or ordinance under which
they are issued, that they will be accepted
in payment of taxes, validity and effect of,
100 A. L. R. 1339.
Right of one who pays taxes for which
another is bound to subrogation
to the
right of the taxing power, 61 A. L. R.
587.
Right of taxpayer to pay one tax against
his property without paying other taxes
against it, 89 A. L. R. 715.
What taxes are within contemplation of
contract which provides for payment or
assumption of taxes or varies consideration
with reference
to taxes, 140 A. L. R.
517.

59-10-13. Settlements with county commissioners.-On the first Monday
of March and June, and the second Monday of September and December,
the county treasurer must settle with the board of county commissioners
for all moneys collected by him, and on said days must deliver to and file
in the office of the county auditor a statement under oath showing:
(1) An account of all his transactions and receipts since his last
settlement; and,
(2) That all money collected by him is in the county treasury.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2614;
C'. L. 1917, § 6014; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10•16,

Collateral References.
Taxation€:=>557(1).
61 C.J. Taxation § 1313.

59-10-14. Deductions and refunds.-The
board of county commissioners, upon sufficient evidence being produced that property has been
erroneously or illegally assessed, may order the county treasurer to allow
the taxes on that part of the property erroneously or illegally assessed
to be deducted before payment of taxes. Any taxes, interest and costs
paid more than once, or erroneously or illegally collected, may, by order
of the board of county commissioners, be refunded by the county treasurer,
and the portion of such taxes, interest and costs, paid to the state or any
taxing unit, must be refunded to the county, and the proper officer must
_draw his warrant therefor in favor of the county.
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History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2642;
L. 1911, ch. 114, § 1; C. L. 19·17, § 6043; R.
S. 1933 & C. 1943, 80-10-17.
cross-Reference.
Refunding taxes
11-12.

illegally

collected,

59-

Validity.
This section is valid. Shea v. State Tax
Comm., 101 U. 209, 120 P. 2d 274.

I.

2.

App-licability of section.
Inventory
fees . to be paid to county
clerk, being governed by valuation
of
estate,
are in realty taxes, and consequently statutes
relating to collection
and refund of illegal taxes are applicable.
Wilson v. Weber County, 100 U. 141, 111
P. 2d 147, re-affirmed in State v. District
Court of Salt Lake County, 102 U. 284, 115
iP. 2d 913. For sequel to this case, see 102
U. 290, 128 P. 2d 471.

,s. Wo•rds and phrases defined.
"Words 'erroneously
paid,' relating to
refunding
of taxes paid cannot be applied to payment of any tax which for
,'any' reason is invalid, but must be taken
~n ordinary
sense of mistakenly
paid,
and were clearly intended to cover cases
where payment was made under misapprehension as to what was being paid."
Shea v. State Tax Comm., 101 U. 209, 120
P. 2d 274.
4.

Who entitled to refund.
Although unpatented
claims purchased
by plaintiff from county were erroneously
taxed and sold as patented mining claims,
he was not entitled to refund on claim
tax was illegally collected, since he was
not owner nor otherwise interested in mining claims so sold except as purchaser
from county after period for redemption
of property from tax sale had expired,
and rule of caveat emptor applied. Wilson
v. Salt Lake County Corp., 57 U. 274, 194
P. 125.

and statute of limitations began to ru
from date of payment and not from dall
of demand. Wilson v. Weber County,100
U. 141, 111 P. 2d 147. (Wolfe and Me•
Donough, JJ., dissenting in part.)
Payment of estate "inventory fee" r~
quired by 21-2-2 was "involuntary" a,
regarded
recovery
back of excess jj.
legally collected prior to decision of Supreme Court limiting amount collectibl
in action for refund under this section.
Wilson v. Weber County, 100 U. 141,ill
P. 2d 147.
Section 59-11-11, requiring payment under protest, is applicable if the validityof
the particular
tax statute is ret to be
determined,
while this section is app]i,
cable when the validity of the statut~
is not in question but is assumed to bl
invalid. Wilson v. Weber County, 100U,
,141, 111 P. 2d 147.
6.

- pleadings.
In action for refund of estate inven•
tory fees over and above amount which
could legally. be charged, according to
Supreme Court decision rendered aftei
payment was made, claimants were not
required to allege filing of claim with
county as required by 17-15-10. Wilson
v. Weber County, 100 U. 141, 111 P. 2d
147.
Allegation
that tax was paid under
JJrOtest was unnecessary where Supreme
Court decision declared
statute under
which payment was made invalid after
such payment. Wilson v. Weber County,
100 U. 141, Ill
P. 2d 147. (Wolfe and
McDonough, JJ., dissenting.)

5.

Action for refund,
conditions
precedent.
Action for refund of taxes illegally
collected on property not subject to taxation could be brought under this section, and payment
under protest
was
unnecessary;
however,
demand for re·fund must be made on county commissioners. Neilson v. San Pete County, 40
U. 560, 123 P. 334.
In action for refund of inventory fees
paid in excess of amount which later
Supreme Court decision declared chargeable, no demand or notice to county was
required, and fees were not required to
be paid under protest, to warrant recovery,
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Collateral References.
Taxatione=:>535.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1254.
Claims for refunds, 51 Am. Jur. 1012,
Taxation §§ 1179-1182.
Deductibility of attorneys' fees or other
eiqienses paid or incurred by taxpayer in
preparing tax returns, contesting taxes, 01
attempting to obtain tax refunds, 122 A.
L. R. 218.
Power or duty to allow tax or license
fee illegally exacted as credit on valid
tax or license fee, 41 A. L. R. 1110.
Power to remit, release, or compromise
tax claim, 99 A. L. R. 1062.
Retrospective
operation of statute enlarging or shortening
period for claim
of tax refund, 163 A. L. R. 778,
Right to amend claim for refund of
taxes after time for filing has expired,
113 A. L. R. 1291.
Right to interest on tax refund or credit,
112 A. L. R. 1183.

59-10-18
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Right to refund or recovery back of
taxes paid on property
not owned by
taxpayer, 165 A. L. R. 879.
Validity and effect of agreement
that
claim may be applied upon or set off
against taxes, 11 A. L. R. 1177.

Who as between grantor and grantee,
immediate or remote, is entitled to refund
of tax or assessment for public improve-ment against land, 105 A. L. R. 698.

59-10-15. Property asse,s1sedmore than once.-When the county treasurer discovers that any property has been assessed more than once for
the same year, he must collect only the tax justly due and make a return
of the facts, under affidavit, to the county auditor.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2643;
0. L. 1917, § 6044; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-18.
1. In generaJ.
In action to quiet title to mining property, where tax title claimant
in good
faith paid tax on property, which would
be credited under this section
toward
amount justly due on property,
record
owner was required
to reimburse
tax

59-10-16. Action to collect-On

title claimant,
notwithstanding
that assessment on which tax was levied was
void, in that assessment
was made by
county assessor rather than by state tax
commission. Crystal Lime & Cement Co.
v. Robbins, - U. -, 209 P. 2d 739.

Collateral References.
Taxatione=:>452.
61 C.J. Taxation

§ 1004.

removal of taxpayer to another county.

-If any person removes from one county to another after being assessed
on personal property, the treasurer of the county in which he was assessed

may sue for and collect the same in the name of the county where the
assessment was made.
History: R. S,. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2646;
0. L. 1917, § 6047; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-19.
Collateral References.
Taxatione=:>'550.
61 C.J. Taxation
§ 1306.

Right to maintain action or proceeding
in one state or country to collect or enforce tax due to another state or country
or political subdivision thereof, 165 A. L.
R. 796, superseding 65 A. L. R. 1360.
When statute
of limitation
commences
to run against action to recover tax, 131
A. L. R. 822.

59-10-17. Evidenc,e.-On the trial a certified copy of the assessment
signed by the county auditor of the county where the same was made,
with the affidavit of the treasurer thereto attached that the tax has not
been paid, describing it as on the assessment book or delinquent list, is
prima facie evidence that such tax and the interest are due, and entitles
the treasurer to judgment, unless the defendant proves that the tax was
paid.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2647;
C. L. 1917, § 6048; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10°20.
.

59-10-18. Costs
the county auditor
permit a deduction
exceed one-third of
History:

Collateral References.
Taxatione=:>550.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1306.

of suit.-The

county treasurer shall be credited and
must allow the expenses of collecting such tax and
thereof from the amount collected, if they do not
the amount of the tax collected.

R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2648;

p, L. J017, § 6049; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-W?
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Collateral References,.
Taxatione=:>550.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1306.
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ARTICLE 3
ESTATES
Section

59-10-19.

Mandatory

before distribution.

59-10-19. Manda.to:rybefore distribution.-The district court must require every administrator or executor to pay out of the funds of the
estate all taxes due from such estate; and no order or decree for the
distribution of any property of any decedent among the heirs or deviseeJ
shall be made until all taxes against the estate are paid.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2613;
C. L. 1917, § 6013; R, S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-22.
Cross-References.
Assessment of decedent's property generally, 59-5-14.
Payment as condition precedent to de•
cree of distribution, 75-12-10.
Payment 011 partial distribution
of estate, 75-12-5.
Duty of personal representative.
Fact that property of decedent was assessed to estate and not to executor or
beneficiary under will was immaterial,
where executor had notice of assessment
against property and had duty of paying all taxes due from estate. In re
Thourot's Estate, 52 U. 106, 172 P. 697.

1.

It is
pay all
estate.
39, 184

the duty of the administrator to
taxes legally levied against real
In re Hansen's Estate, 55 U. 23,
P. 197, applying 75-12-10.

Purchaser of land.
This section does not excuse one who
purchased land under warranty deed from
deceased vendor from necessity of presenting
claim against
estate for delinquent taxes on property. Clayton v.
Dinwoodey, 33 U. 251, 93 P. 723, 14 Ann.
Cas. 926.
2.

Collateral References.
Executors and Administrators~212.
34 C.J.S. Executors and Administrator!
§ 380.
Property of deceased persons,
Jur. 646, Taxation §§ 693-695.

ARTICLE 4
RAIL AND MOTOR CARRIERS
Section

59-10-20.

59-10-21.

State tax commission-Distribution
Railroads to aid in collection.

of moneys collected.

59-10-20. State tax commission-Distribution of moneys collected,'rhe state tax commission shall, upon receipt of the apportionment of the
property of car companies and of the owners of automobiles, motor stages,
motor transports and trailers employed in common-carrier business from
the board of county commissioners, proceed to collect the taxes from
the owners of such property, and shall furnish each owner, by mail postage
prepaid, a notice of the amount of the tax assessed against it, when and
where payable, when delinquent, and the penalty provided by law, On
or before the first Monday in January following in each year, the state
tax commission shall remit to the state treasurer said taxes collected and
due the state, and to each county said taxes collected and due to it and
to the various taxing districts included therein. The state treasurer and
the treasurer of the several taxing districts shall make proper entries in
their records of the receipt of such taxes.
History: R. S. 1898, §§ 2610, 2611; L.
1899, ch. 68, § 1; 1901, ch. 126, § 1; C. L.
1907, §§ 2610, 2611; L. 1911, ch. 116, § 1;

1915, ch. 27, § 1; C. L. 1917, §§ 6010,
6011; L. 1925, ch. 2, § 1; R. S. 1933 & C,
1943, 80-10-23.
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1. Power to tax.
The taxation of railway cars coming
into this state or passing through and
doing business here has been upheld.
Union Refrigerator Transit Co. v. Lynch,
18 U. 378, 55 P. 639, 48 L. R. A. 790,
aff'd 177 U. S. 149, 44 L. Ed. 708, 20 S. Ct.
631,followed in Crystal Car Line v. State
Tax Comm., llO U. 426, 174 P. 2d 984.

59-10-22

OF TAXES
Collateral References.
Taxation<i:=101.
61 O.J. Taxation § 209.

Taxation of foreign-owned railroad rolling stock temporarily
within the taxing
state, 49 A. L. R. 1099.

69-10-21. Rail.roads to aid in collection.-All railroads doing business
in this state shall furnish the state tax commission with any information
it may desire, and within the knowledge of said railroad companies, that
will aid the state tax commission in the collection of taxes from car companies.
.History: R. S. 1898, § 262.0; L. 1899, ch.
68, §1; 1901, ch. 78, § 1; 1901, ch. 126, § 1;
C. L.1907, §2620; L. 1916, ch. 27, §2; C.
L. 1917, § 6016; L, 1919, ch. 120, § 1; R. S.
1933& o. 1943, 80-10-24.

Collateral. References.
Taxation<i:=101.
61 C.J. Taxation § 209.

ARTICLE

5

TAX COMMISSION-PREVENTION
Section 59-10-22.

Collection

of taxes-Procedure

OF LOSS

to prevent

loss,

59-10-22. Collection o.f taxes--Procedure to prevent loss.-Whenever
the tax commission shall find that a person liable for the payment of
any tax which is collectible by the tax commission designs quickly to
depart from the state of Utah, or to remove his property therefrom, or
to conceal himself or his property therein, or to do any other act tending
to prejudice or to render wholly or partially ineffectual proceedings to
collect the tax for the period then last past or for the period then current
and that loss to the state will ensue unless such proceedings be brought
without delay, the tax commission shall declare the taxable period for
such taxpayer immediately terminated and the report, if any, for such
period immediately due, and shall cause notice of such findings and declaration to be given the taxpayer, together with a demand for the immediate payment of the tax for the period so declared terminated and of any
other tax or any part thereof unpaid, whether or not the time otherwise
allowed by law for filing returns, assessing tax and paying the tax has expired; and such taxes shall thereupon become immediately due and payable,
and if the tax is not paid, as provided herein, the collection shall be made
in the same manner as is provided for the collection of delinquent taxes in
sections 59-13-53 and 59-13'-54, Utah Code Annotated 1953, and in addition
thereto the tax commission may, in its discretion, issue a warrant of like
terms, force and effect, directed to any duly authorized representative
of the tax commission, and in the execution thereof such representative
shall have all the powers conferred by law upon sheriffs, but shall be
entitled to no fee or compensation in excess of actual expenses paid in
the performance of such duty. In any proceeding in court brought to
enforce payment of taxes made due and payable by virtue of the provisions
527
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of this section, the findings of the tax commission, made as her
vided, whether made after notice to the taxpayer or not, shall bE
purposes presumptive evidence of the taxpayer's design.
History: L. 1935, ch. 84, § 1; 1937, ch.
105, § 1; C. 1943, 80-10-24.10.

Effective Da.te.
Section 2 of Laws 1935, ch. E
1943, 80-10-24.11) provided that ac
take effect on approval. Approve<
22, 1935.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1937 amendment
made material
change in last part of text.
The reference in this section to "sections
59-13-53 and 59-13-54, Utah Code Annotated 1953" appeared in the act as "sec•
tions 80-13-54 and 80-13-55, Revised Statutes of Utah, 1933."

Collateral References.
Taxatione::>573.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1359.

ARTICLE
COLLECTION
Section

59-10-23.
59-10-24.
59-10-25.

6

IN CASE OF WASTE OR DEPLETION

Collection of taxes-Waste
or depletion.
Proceedings before tax commission.
Notice of findings-Proceedings
in district

59-10-23. Collection of taxes-Waste
mission finds :
Real Property.
(a) That the owner or lessee of
ments subject to taxation within the
about to remove or destroy the same
ful the payment of delinquent taxes,
payment of current taxes; or

court-Injunction.

or depletion.-!£

the tax c

any real property including imprc
state is removing or destroying 0
to such an extent as to render do1
penalty, and interest, if any, and

Mines.
(b) That the continued operation and extraction of ores and mine
from mine or mining claims, or the method employed by the owner
lessee, contractor or other person working upon or operating any n
or mining claim will render doubtful the payment of delinquent ta
penalty and interest, if any, for the current year and in the case
metalliferous mines for the next succeeding year against such prope1
the commission may, under the conditions existing in (a) and (b) of
section, declare said taxes to be immediately due and payable.
History: L. 1!}37, ch. 106, § 1; C. 1943,
80-10-24.12.

Collateral References.
Taxatione::>573.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1359.

59-10-24. Proceedings before tax commission.-Proceedings
to m
such :findings may be commenced before the tax commission upon its 1
initiative or request of any taxing authority of any county or any
payer.
History: L. 1937, ch. 106, § 2; C. 1943,
80-10-24.13.
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Collateral References.
Taxatione::>573.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1359.
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59-10-25. Notice of findings-Proceedings

59-10-25

in district court-Injunction.

---Notice of said :findings and declaration shall be given to the owner of
such property in the same manner as is provided by law for the giving
of the notice of assessment by the state tax commission and said owner
shall be afforded an opportunity to protect said findings and declaration
before the said commission at a time and place to be specified in said
notice, which time shall be not less than ten days after the date of the
mailing thereof. If the said owner or operator shall fail to appear at said
hearing or if after said hearing the tax commission shall sustain said
findings, the said taxes shall become immediately due and payable, and
if the same be not paid within ten days thereafter the tax commission may
commence an action in its name, but for the benefit of the state, and the
taxing units interested in said taxes in the district court of the county in
which such property is situated to determine the lien of said taxes and
to foreclose the same, and in any such section the court may enjoin and
restrain the destruction or removal of said property or any part thereof
and a receiver may be appointed to operate said property and the court
~hall order and direct that the proceeds from such property or so much
thereof as may be necessary to pay the amount of said taxes be withheld
and impounded or paid on account of said taxes from time to time as the
court may direct. In determining the amount of taxes due for any year for
which the levy has not been fixed and for the purposes of the action the
tax commission shall use as a basis in the case of metalliferous mines and
mining claims the net annual proceeds therefrom for any year within the
period provided for in section 59-5-66 and may estimate the net annual
proceeds for the current and subsequent years involved and in any case
shall use the levy prevailing within the taxing unit wherein the property
is situated for the last preceding year. In any proceeding in court brought
to enforce the payment of taxes made due and payable by virtue of the
provisions of this section, the findings of the commission made as herein
provided, including the estimate of net proceeds and the amount of tax,
shall be for all purposes presumptive evidence of the necessity for such
action for the protection of the public revenues and of the amount of
taxes to be paid. The owner, lessee, contractor or other person operating
any such property may furnish to the tax commission for the benefit of
the state of Utah and the taxing units interested in said taxes, under regulations to be prescribed by the tax commission, security to be approved
by the tax commission that he will duly make all returns thereafter
required to be made by him and will pay the taxes thereafter required
to be paid, and if such security is approved and accepted and if such
other and further security is given as the tax commission shall from time
to time find necessary and require, payment of such taxes shall not be
,mforced by any proceeding under the provisions of this section prior to
the expiration of the time otherwise allowed for the payment of such tax.is.
History: L. 1937, ch. 106, § 3; C. 1943,
80-10-24.14.
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Compiler's Note.
The reference in this section to "section
59-5-66" appeared in Code 1943 as "section 80-5-65."
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of this section, the findings of the tax commission, made as herein provided, whether made after notice to the taxpayer or not, shall be for all
purposes presumptive evidence of the taxpayer's design.
History: L. 1935, ch. 84, § 1; 1937, ch.
105, § 1; C. 1943, 80-10-24.10.

Effective Da.te.
Section 2 of Laws 1935, ch. 84 (Code
1943, 80-10-24.11) provided that act should
·take effect on approval. Approved Mareh
22, 1935.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1937 amendment
made material
change in last part of text.
The reference in this section to "sections
59-13-53 and 59-13-54, Utah Code Annotated 1953" appeared in the act as "sections 80-13-54 and 80-13-55, Revised Statutes of Utah, 1933."

Collateral References.
Taxation~573.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1359.
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ARTICLE
COLLECTION
Section

59-10-23.
59-10-24.
59-10-25.

59-10-23.

IN CASE OF WASTE OR DEPLETION

Collection of taxes-vYaste
or depletion.
Proceedings before tax commission.
Notice of findings-Proceedings
in district

Collection of taxes-Waste

court-Injunction.

or depletion.-If

the tax com-

mission finds :
Real Property.
(a) That the owner or lessee of
ments subject to taxation within the
about to remove or destroy the same
ful the payment of delinquent taxes,
payment of current taxes; or

any real
state is
to such
penalty,

property including improveremoving or destroying or is
an extent as to render doubtand interest, if any, and the

l\'Iines.
(b) That the continued operation and extraction of ores and minerals
from mine or mining claims, or the method employed by the owner or
lessee, contractor or other person working upon or operating any mine
or mining claim will render doubtful the payment of delinquent taxes,
penalty and interest, if any, for the current year and in the case of
metalliferous mines for the next succeeding year against such property;
the commission may, under the conditions existing in (a) and (b) of this
section, declare said taxes to be immediately due and payable.
History: L. 19'37, ch. 106, § 1; C. 1943,
80-10-24.12.

Colla.teral R,eferences.
Taxation~573.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1359.

59-10-24. Proceedings before tax oommission.-Proceedings
to make
such findings may be commenced before the tax commission upon its own
initiative or request of any taxing authority of any county or any taxpayer.
Histo,ry: L. 1937, ch. 106, § 2; C. 1943,
80-10-24.13.
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Collateral References.
Taxation~573.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1359.
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Effective Date.
Section 4 of Laws 1937, ch. 106 (Code
1943, 80-10-24.15) provided that act should
take effect on approval. Approved March
19, 1937.

Collateral References.
Taxatione=>573.
61 C.J. Taxation § 135!J.

ARTICLE 7
DUE AND DELINQUENT
Section

59-10-26.
59-10-27.
59-10-28.

TAXES

Date tax delinquent-Penalty-Interest-Installments.
Extension of date of delinquency.
Effect of extension on subsequent proceedings.

59-10-26. Date tax delinquent-Penalty-Interest-Installments.-All
taxes, except those otherwise specifically provided for, unpaid at 12 :00 M.
on the 30th of November, or if that day falls on a Sunday or a holiday,
then at 12 :00 M. on the 29th day of November, of each year, following
the date of levy are delinquent, and the county treasurer shall then close
his office for the receipt of taxes until he has prepared his delinquent list
for publication. All delinquent taxes shall be subject to a penalty of 2%
of the amount of such taxes, and the amount of taxes and penalty shall
bear interest at the rate of 8% per annum from the 1st day of January
following the date of delinquency until paid.
The county treasurer may accept and credit on account against taxes
becoming due during the current year, at any time before or after the
levies are made, but not subsequent to date of delinquency, payments in
amounts of not less than $10 or the full amount of said tax remaining
unpaid at any time before delinquency.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2615;
L. 1915, ch. 77, § 1; C. L. 1917, § 6016; L.
1923, ch. 97, § 1; R. S. 1933, 80-10-25; L.
1935, ch. 83, § 1; C. 1943, 80-10-26.
Compiler's Note.
The 1935 amendment
made material
changes in text, and added the second
paragraph.

Partial payment of tax.
This section does not preclude county
treasurer from accepting partial payment
of tax, to be credited on account, though
he cannot be compelled to accept installments. State v. Evans, 79 U. 370, 6 P.
2d 161, 84 A. L. R. 766.
1.

Collateral References.
Taxatione=>58.
61 C.J. 'raxation § 118.
Time for making payment, 51 Am. Jur.
837, Taxation § 952 et seq.
Change in time for assessment or payment of taxes as affecting provision in

lease for payment of taxes during term,
20 A. L. R. 1502.
Constitutionality
of legislation prescribing rate of interest or penalty for nonpayment of taxes, or the conditions of liability in that regard, operative only in
certain political subdivisions, 111 A. L. R.
1354.
Doubt as to liability for, as to person
to whom to pay, tax, as affecting liability
for penalties and interest, 137 A. L. R.
306.
Liability to penalty imposed for failure
to pay tax of one who in good faith con•
tested its validity, 96 A. L. R. 925, 147 A,
L. R. 142.
Retroactive effect of statutes relating to
interest on or penalties in respect of delinquent taxes, 77 A. L. R. 1034.
Time of mailing or time of receipt as
determinative
of liability for p0,11alty or
additional amount for failure to pay tax
or license fee within prescribed time, 158
A. L. R. 370.

59-10-27. Extension of date of delinquency.-The board of county commissioners may upon a petition of not less than one hundred taxpayers, by
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proclamation, extend the time when taxes shall become delinquent from
the 30th day of November to 12 o'clock m. on the 20th day of December,
or if that day falls on Sunday or a holiday, then at 12 o'clock m. ou the
21st day of December; provided, that such proclamation of the board of
county commissioners shall be published in a newspaper of general circulation in the county in which said extension of time is made for at least
two issues before the 1st day of November of the year in which said
taxes are to be paid.
History: R. s. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2615;
ing partial payment of taxes, to be credL. 1915, ch. 77, § 1; C. L. 1917, § 6015; L.
1923, ch. 9·7, § 1; R. S. 1933 & C, 1943, 8010.26.

Partial payment of tax.
There is nothing in this section which
prevents county treasurer
from accept1.

ited on account. State v. Evans,
370, 6 P. 2d 161, 84 A. L. R. 766.

79 U.

Collateral. References.
Taxatione:;,58.
61 C.J. Taxation § 118.

69-10-28. Effect of extension on subsequent proceedings.-In
all cases
where the county commissioners shall extend the time when taxes become
delinquent, the time for the publishing of the delinquent list and the time
for the selling of property to the county for delinquent taxes shall be
extended twenty days from the date8 provided by law.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2615;
L. 1915, ch. 77, § l; C. L. 1917, § 6015; L.
1923, ch. 97, § l; R, S. 1933 & C, 1943,
80-10-27.

Collateral. References.
Taxatione:;,58.
61 C.J. Taxation § 118.

ARTICLE

8

SALES
Section 59-10-29.
59-10-30.
59-10-31.
59-10-32.
59-10-33.
59-10-34.
59-10-35.
59-10-36.
59-10-37.
59-10-38.
59-10-39.
59-10-40.
59-10-41.

Delinquent list-Publication
by county officers.
Publication
by state tax commission-Seizme
and sale-Redemption-Distribution
of redemption moneys.
Land irregularly
assessed not to be sold.
Undivided interests
in land-Interest
of delinquent
coowner only
to be sold.
Preliminary
sale to county.
Record of sales.
Form of certificate.
Certified copy prima facie evidence of regularity.
Private sales to li&1.holders-Assignruent
of counties' interest, form.
Misnomer or mistake as to ownership does not affect sale.
Protests by owner-Because
of partial invalidity of tax.
Duty of treasurer.
Assessment and sale of property after preliminary
tax sale.

69-10-29. Delinquent list-Publication by county officers.-On or before the 20th day of December, or if such date falls on Sunday or a legal
holiday, then on the 21st day of December, of each year, the county
treasurer must, under the direction of the county commissioners, publish
the delinquent list, in one issue of a newspaper having general circulation
in the county; which list must contain the names of the owners, when
known, and a description of the property delinquent or subject to lien
of taxes, classified in towns and cities by addition and subdivision thereof,
with the amount of taxes due, exclusive of penalty. The county treasurer
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must publish with such list a notice that unless the delinquent taxes,
together with the penalty, are paid before the 10th day of January, or if
such date falls on Sunday or a legal holiday, then the 11th day of January,
the real property upon which such taxes are a lien, excepting only such
property as is held by the county under a prior preliminary tax sale, will
be sold for taxes, penalty and costs on said date.
History: R. S. 1898, § 2620; L. 1899, ch.
68, § 1; 1901, ch. 78, § 1; 1901, ch. 126,
§ 1; C. L. 1907, § 2620; L. 19·16, ch. 27,
§ 2; C. L. 1917, § 6016; L. 1919, ch. 120·,
§ 1; R. s. 193,3, 80-10-28; L. 1939, ch. 101,
§ 1; C. 1943, 80-10-28.
O'ompiler's Note.
The 1939 amendment
throughout
section.

changed

dates

Cross-References,,
Correction of errors and republication,
59-11-3 to 59-11-5.
When taxes delinquent,
59-10-26 to 5910-28.

1.

Compliance with section.
This section is mandatory
and should
be substantially
followed.
Salt
Lake
County v. Clinton, 39 U. 462, 117 P. 1075.

.z. Publication

of delinquent list.
Formerly, at least, rule was that where
realty was owned by tenants in common,
delinquent
list showing that realty was
owned by named one of tenants in common "et al." was insufficient.
Asper v.
Moon, 24 U. 241, 67 P. 409.
Formerly,
rule was that
description
of lots in assessment
roll, and in published list of delinquent
taxes, as being
in certain addition, without naming city
of which such addition
was part, was
fatally defective.
Asper v. Moon, 24 U.
241, 67 P. 409.
Tax sale of delinquent realty.
Formerly
statute
fixed no time limit
within which delinque~t
real estate was
to be sold. Little v. Gibbs, 8 U. 261, 30
P. 986.
The duties of the county to assess,
levy, and collect taxes does not necessarily or logically carry with it the implied
additional
duty of selling or offering for
<Sale property acquired by a drainage district by reason of failure
of property
owner to pay taxes levied. News Advocate
Pub. Co. v. Carbon County, 72 U. 88, 269
P. 129.

3.

4,

Partial payment of tax.
This section does not prevent
county
treasurer
from accepting
partial
payments on account, if he is satisfied that
the best interests of the state and other

taxing
Evans,
766.

units are saved thereby. State v.
79 U. 370, 6 P. 2d 161, 84 A. L. R

Surface and mineral ownership identical.
Where
the
surface
and
underlying
mineral of a claim or land are owned by
the same person as shown by the records,
they may be advertised
and sold as one
even though
assessed
sep'arately.
Tho
reason for this is that where the surface
property has adaptability
for uses other
than mining purposes,
and is actually
used for such other purpose, it has an additional
assessable
value which should
be shown in the same manner as improvements are required
to be shown in the
assessment.
Telonis
v. Staley,
104 U.
537, 144 P. 2d 513, 515.

5.

C·ollateral References.
Taxation~630
.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1548.
Publieation
of delinquent
tax list, 51
Am. Jur. 897, Taxation § 1027.
Sale of land for nonpayment
of taxes,
51 Am. Jur. 893, Taxation § 1022 et seq.
Character
of action or proceeding in
which purchaser at invalid sale for taxes
or local improvement
assessment may secure reimbursement
from owner, and provisions of decree or judgment
as to relief, 86 A. L. R. 1208.
Constitutionality
of statutes authorizing
tnx sale or resale for less than the amoul!t
of the taxes due, 155 A. L. R. 1177.
Discretion
of court to refuse confirmation of, or to set aside, tax sale, where
all proceedings
are in compliance with
statutory
requirements,
152 A. L. R. 887,
Doctrine of marshaling assets or sale in
inverse order of alienation
as applicable
to tax sale, 88 A. L. R. 1216.
Easements
or servitude
as affected by
sale for taxes, 122 A. L. R. 1285.
Failure of advertisement
in judicial pro,ceeding for sale of land for delinquent
taxes or foreclosure
of tax lien, to describe lands affected, as contrary to due
process of law or other constitutional objection, 107 A. L. R. 285.
Necessity
of publishing
list of lands
delinquent
for nonpayment
of taxes, and
effect of failure to publish list, 81 A. L.
R. 1246.
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Payment, tender or deposit of tax as
condition of injunction
against issuance
of tax deed upon ground that it had becomebarred by lapse of time or that the
property had been redeemed, 134 A. L. R.
543.
Quantum of estate acquired by purchaser
at tax sale of property which is subject
to successive estates or different interests,
75 A. L. R. 416.
Right of delinquent taxpayer
or other
person having an original interest in the
property to purchase at, or acquire and
hold, as against taxing unit, title derived
from or through, tax sale, 136 A. L. R.
1145.
Right of holder of bond or other instrument representing
or based upon assessment for benefits or improvement,
to
purchase at tax sale, or acquire tax title
and hold same in his own right as against
owner of land, 123 A. L. R. 398.
·Right of mortgagor
or purchaser
of
equity of redemption
to defeat lien of
mortgage by acquisition
of title at sale
subsequent to mortgage for nonpayment
of taxes, or of assessment of local improvement, 134 A. L. R. 289.
Sale in inverse order of alienation, 131

59-10-30

Sale of property at tax sale for more
or less than the amount of taxes, penalties, and costs, as affecting its validity,
97 A. L. R. 842, 147 A. L. R. 1141. ·
Sufficiency of description
of property
on tax rolls, or in tax proceedings,
by
reference to map, plat, or survey, 137 A.
L. R. 184.
Tax title as affected by fact that tax
had been paid before sale, 26 A. L. R.
622.
Time limitation for attack on tax title
as affected by defective
description
of
property
in the assessment
or the tax
deed, 133 A. L. R. 570.
Use of initial instead of first or middle
name in publication of notice in tax proceeding, 53 A. L. R. 903.
Validity of judieial, execution, tax or
other public sale as affected by the particular point in court house or other place
identified by notice, or designated by statute or by mortgage or trust deed, at which
the sale was made, or by indefiniteness of
notice as regards that point, 120 A. L. R.
660.
Validity of tax sale of land acquired by
state or public corporation after levy and
before sale, 30· A. L. R. 413.

A. L. R. 4.

59-10-30. Publication by state tax commission-Seizure and sale-Redemption-Distribution of redemption moneys.-On or before December
15 of each year, the state tax commission shall publish in a newspaper
having general circulation in the state a list of the car companies and of
the owners of automobiles, motor transports, stages and trailers employed
in a common-carrier business over established routes, the assessed value
of which is required to be apportioned to the several counties according
to the length of the established routes, delinquent for taxes, which list shall
contain the names of the owners, when known, and a general description
of the property assessed as to which the taxes are delinquent, and the
amount of the delinquent taxes. The state tax commission shall publish
with such list a notice that unless the delinquent taxes, together with the
penalty are paid before December 21, next thereafter, the property of
the delinquent or so much thereof as may be nec-essary to pay the amount
of said taxes and penalty and interest thereon at the rate of one per cent
per month from December 31, to the date of sale will be seized and sold for
taxes, interest and costs, such sale to be made at any time and place at
the discretion of the tax commission. The provisions of law governing
the seizure and sale by county treasurers of personal property for delinquent taxes shall apply to sales made by the state tax commission under
this section, except that notice of the time and place of the sale shall
be given by publication in a newspaper of general circulation in the state.
Property seized by the tax commission pursuant to this section may
l:,eredeemed, at any time prior to the sale, by payment of the full amount
of taxes due from the delinquent and all penalties and interest thereon,
together with the costs then accrued.
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All sums collected by the state tax commission upon the sale or redemption of property pursuant to this section shall be immediately distributed
as follows
(1) All interest, penalties and costs to the state treasurer for the
account of the state general fund.
(2) The balance to the state treasurer and the respective county
treasurers in the proportion of the respective levies. Any excess over the
taxes, penalties, interest and costs shall be deposited with the state treasurer
subject to the order of the owner of the property sold, his heirs or assigns.
History: R. S. 1898, § 2620; L. 1899, ch.
68, § 1; 1901, ch. 78, § 1; 1901, ch. 126,
§ 1; C. L. 1907, § 2620; L. 1915, ch. 27, § 2;
C. L. 1917, § 6016; L. 1919, ch. 120, § 1;
R. S. 1933 & C. 1943, 80-10-29.
Cross-Reference.
Seizure and sale of personal
59-10-48.

property,

Summary proceedings.
This section provides for the collection
of the personal property tax by tax commission.
Crystal Car Line v. State Tax
Comm., 110 U. 426, 174 P. 2d 984, 991.
1.

The summary proceeding by notice and
sale, as provided for by this section, is
similar to the procedure
provided by
Ogden city ordinance for collection of
special improvement taxes.
Petterso:ri v.
Ogden City, 111 U. 125, 176 P. 2d 599,
603.
Collateral References.
Taxation<§:::::>630.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1548.
Construction,
application and effect of
statutory provision requiring seizure and
possession of property before sale for delinquent taxes, 105 A. L. R. 635.

69-10-31. Land irregularly assessed not to be sold.-If the county
treasurer discovers before the sale that on account of any irregular assessment or of any other error any land ought not to be sold, he must not
sell the same, and the board of county commissioners must cause the
assessor to enter the uncollected taxes upon the assessment book of the
next succeeding year, on the basis of the valuation and rates of the year
for which it was erroneously assessed, to be collected as other taxes are
collected thereon.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2644;
L. 1911, ch. 114, § 1; C. L. 1917, § 6045;
R. S. 1933 & C. 1943, 80-10-30.

Remedies of county.
If while the tax title is in the county
the title and sale be declared void, the
county may reassess the property
for
that year, or may the next year resell
the property for such delinquent
taxes,
depending on the grounds upon which
the sale was voided. But when the county
sells its tax title, it receives its money
- and its tax lien is extinguished.
Courts
of equity will not quiet the owner's title
1.

until he reimburses the other party for
the taxes paid by him. Reeve v. Blatchley,
106 U. 259, 147 P. 2d 861.
Collateral References.
Taxation<§:::::>615.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1516.
Character
of action or proceeding in
which purchaser at invalid sale for taxes
or local improvement assessment may secure reimbursement from owner, and provisions of decree or judgment as to relief,
86 A. L. R. 1208.

69-10-32. Undivided interests in land-Interest of delinquent coowner
only to be sold.-It shall be the duty of the county treasurer to issue a
receipt to any person paying taxes on an undivided interest in real estate,
showing the interest on which taxes are paid, and in case any portion of
the taxes on such real estate remains unpaid, it shall be the duty of the
treasurer to sell only such undivided interest in said real estate as belongs
to the coowners who have not paid their portion of the tax.
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History: R. S. 1898, § 2621; L. 1903, ch.
136,§ 1; C. L. 1907, § 2621; L. 1911, ch.
114,§1; 1915, ch. 95, § 1; 1917, ch. 116,
§1· C. L. 1917, § 6018; L. 1919, ch. 121,
§1; 1921, ch. 139, § 1; R. S. 1933, 80"1031; L. 1939, ch. 101, § 1; C. 1943, 80-10-31.
Compiler's Note.
The 1939 amendment
changes in text.

59-10-34

Sale of undivided interest.
This section allows the owner of an
undivided interest to pay the tax on his
portion thereof, and the other undivided
interest may be sold for nonpayment
of
the tax on such interest. State v. Evans,
79 U. 370, 6 P. 2d 161, 84 A. L. R. 766.
1.

Collateral References.
Taxatione:::>631.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1536.

made only minor

59-10-33. Preliminary sale to county.-At 12 :00 noon on the 10th day
ofJanuary or if such day falls on a Sunday or a legal holiday on the 11th
day of January all real estate subject to a lien for any taxes which are then
delinquent shall be deemed to have been sold to the county at a preliminary
saleto pay the taxes, penalty and costs for which such real estate is liable.
History: R. S. 1898, § 2621; L. 1903, ch.
136, § 1; C. L. 1907, § 2621; L. 1911, ch.
114, § 1; 1915, ch. 95, § 1; 1917, ch. 116,
§1; C. L. 1917, § 6018; L. 1919, ch. 121, § 1;
1921,ch. 139, §1; R. S. 1933, 80-10-32; L.
1939,ch. 101, § 1; C. 1943, 80-10-32.

Compiler's Note.
The 1939 amendment

changed

dates

in

text.
Cross-References.
Correction of errors beiore sale, 59-113.
Informality or delay not to invalidate
sale, 59-11-7.
1. Rights

of city where taxes compromised.
Where hospital brought suit for injunction against sale of property for delinquent
taxes and gave undertaking
which obligated sureties to pay all damages sustained
by delay, and thereafter
dismissed such
suit and settled delinquent
taxes with
board of county commissioners, which settlement was approved by state tax commission, sureties were not liable to city
for difference between amount city taxes
were settled for and total amount due at
time suit was instituted,
since bondsmen
did not guarantee payment of tax. Logan
City v. Allen, 86 U. 375, 44 P. 2d 1085.
In action by city against county commissioners and state tax commission for
damages because of invalid
settlement
under 59-10-58, even if it were assumed
that settlement was void, city could not
recover in absence of allegations that it
had exhausted its remedy for collection,
such as sale by treasurer and foreclosure
of lien by county commissioners.
Logan
City v. Allen, 86 U. 375, 44 P. 2d 1085.

2.

Right of county to bid or purchase at
sale.
Under former provisions the county at
the sale could not be a bidder nor a voluntary purchaser; and if, in fact, it was
a bidder, or such a purchaser, the sale was
void. Wall v. Kaighn, 45 U. 244, 144 P.
1100, applying Comp. Laws 1907, § 2621.
Other cases on this point are collected in
Fisher v. Davis, 77 U. 81, 291 P. 493.
The county becomes owner by virtue of
tax auditor's deed.
Papadopulos
v. Defabrizio, 102 U. 84, 125 P. 2d 416.

3. Former statute.
Under former statute it was held that
where there were no bidders, property
passed to county, not as bidder therefor,
and not as though it was represented at
the sale, but by operation of law, and
treasurer was required to issue a certificate to that effect to the county. Thompson v. Taylor, 61 U. 164, 211 P. 696.
Pa.rtial payment of tax.
This section does not prevent county
treasurer from accepting partial payments
of tax on account.
State v. Evans, 79 U.
370, 6 P. 2d 161, 84 A. L. R. 766.

4.

Collateral Referpnces.
Taxatione:::>615.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1516.
Forfeiture
or sale of land to state or
political subdivision
for nonpayment
of
taxes as suspending right to enforce special assessment
or improvement
lien or
running of limitation in that regard, 113
A. L. R. 920.

59-10-34. Record of sales.-The treasurer
linquent taxes in the same order as property
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ment rolls which record shall show the name of the person to whom assessed, the description of the tract sold, and a reference to the book, page
and line where, or serial number under which the same was listed in the
assessment roll, the amount of taxes, penalty and costs for which the
property was sold, the date of redemption and by whom redeemed and
the date when and to whom sold at private sale by the county treasurer,
The record shall also provide space for entering delinquent taxes assessed
in subsequent years against each tract so sold and remaining unredeemed
and each page and each line of each page shall be numbered consecutivelJI
Taxes levied only on a certain kind or class of property for a specia~
purpose shall be separately set out.
The state tax commission shall prepare tax sale records in uniform,
form for use throughout the state and shall furnish such records to each
county treasurer upon his requisition.
History:
R. S. 1898, § 2621; L. 1903,
ch. 136, § l; C. L. 1907, § 2,621; L. 1911,
ch. 114, § l; 1915, ch. 95, § l; 1917, ch.
116, § l; C. L. 1917, § 6018; L. 1919, ch.
121, § 1; 1921, ch. 139, § 1; R. S. 1933, 8010-33; L. 1939, ch. 101, § 1; C. 1943, 8010-33.

Compiler's Note.
The 1939 amendment
tion.

rewrote

entire see•

Collate•ral References.
Taxation~·684(2).
61 C.J. Taxation § 1644.
Effect of failure
or record of tax
scribed by statute,

to make report, return
sale within time pre,
117 A. L. R. 726.

59-10-35. Form of certificate.-Ou
or before the 31st day of March the
treasurer shall complete said record and attach thereto his certificate
which shall be substantially in the following form:
State of Utah l
County of
Jss.
I, ................................................................ county treasurer of the county
of .......................................................... ,......... , state of Utah, do hereby certify
that to the best of my knowledge the attached tax sale record is a full,
true and correct record of all sales of real property to said county for
the year 19........, and shows in the same order as such property appears
on the assessment roll, the name of the person to whom assessed, the
description of the tract sold and a reference to the book, page, and line
where, or serial number under which the same was listed, the amount of
taxes, penalty and costs for which the property was sold, the date of
redemption and by whom redeemed if any redemption has been made
and the date when and to whom sold at private sale by me in cases where
such sales have been made.
Signature .......................................................,.
County

Treasurer

of ........................... .

County
(Treasurer's

Official Seal)

The record is the official tax sale record and shall be maintained in the
treasurer's office and subsequent delinquent taxes, redemptions and private
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salesaffecting the property
llppropriateplace.

there listed shall be entered

History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, §§ 262.3,
2624;L. 1915, ch. 95, § 1; C. L. 1917,
§§6020,6021; L. 1921, ch. 139, § 1; R. S.
!933, 80-10-34; L. 1939, ch. 101, § 1; C.
1943,80-10-34.

Compiler's
Note.
The 1939 amendment
tion.

rewrote

Cross-Reference.
Fees of county treasurer,

entire sec-

21-2-5.

certificate.
Form of certificate of sale is set out
in Thompson v. Taylor, 61 U. 164, 211 P.
696.
To be substantially
in the form specifiedin the statute the certificate would
haveto show the year in which the taxes
werelevied and for which year the sale
wasmade. Telonis v. Staley, 104 U. 537,
144P. 2d 513.
I, Form of

2. Special improvements,.
Where after a lien for special improvements had accrued there was levied a
general tax against such property which
was sold to satisfy the latter tax, held
the sale for general taxes extinguished
the municipal lien for special improvement taxes.
Western Beverage
Co_ of
Provo, Utah v. Hansen, 98 U. 332, 96 P.
2d}105.

59-10-36

OF TAXES

thereon in the

Partial payment of tax.
There is nothing in this section which
prevents county treasurer from accepting
partial payment of tax on account.
State
v. Evans, 79 U. 370, 6 P. 2d 161, 84 A. L.
R. 766.
3.

Collateral References.
Taxatione=:>684(2).
61 C.J. Taxation § 1646.
Holder of invalid tax title as within
Occupying Claimants' Act, 44 A. L. R.
479.
Holder of tax certificate as affected by
public official's waiver of, or failure to
require,
compliance
with conditions
of
redemption, 118 A. L. R. 578.
Right of holder of tax or other lien on
real property,
other than mortgage,
to
restrain waste, 103 A. L. R. 384.
Right of holder of tax ti tie or certificate
of sale to reimbursement
by taxing authorities
where sale proves invalid, 116
A. L. R. 1408.
Right of public officer to purchase tax
certificates or tax titles, 5 A. L. R. 969.
Rights and remedies of purchaser
at
tax sale as affee.ted by delay in payment of
bid, 104 A. L. R. 823.
Statutory
enactment
or repeal subsequent to tax sale or issuance of tax certificates as affecting rights of holders of
tax certificates or purchasers at tax sale,
111 A. L. R. 237.

59-10-36. Certified copy prima facie evidence of regularity.-A copy
of the record of any tax sale duly certified by the official custodian of
suchrecord at the time of the certificate under the seal of his office as a
true copy of the entry in the official record showing such sale is prima
facieevidence of the facts therein shown, and the regularity of all proceedings connected with the assessment, valuation, notice, equalization, levies,
tax· notices, advertisement and sale of property therein described, and
the burden of showing any irregularity in any of the proceedings resulting
in the sale of property for the nonpayment of delinquent taxes shall be
on him who asserts it.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2624;
L. 1915, ch. 95, § 1; C. L. 1917, § 6021; L.
1921,ch. 139, § 1; R. S. 1933, 80-10-35; L.
1939,ch. 101, § 1; C. 1943, 80-10-35.
Compiler's Note.
The 1939 amendment
changes in text.

made

material

1. In general.

The history of this section is given at
some length in Telonis v. Staley, 104 U.
537, 144 P. 2d 513.
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Purpose of act and compliance therewith.
The purpose of these statutory
provisions is to make a tax sale certificate
which is executed in conformity with the
requlrements
of the statutes, prima facie
evidence of the regularity of all proceedings leading up to the issuance thereof.
The certificate of sale must properly describe the property and the taxes (by naming the year for which levied) for the
nonpayment of which the sale took pla<le,
before it can be used as evidence of the
2.

59-10-36
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regularity
of such prior steps and proceedings. Telonis v. Staley, 104 U. 537,
144 P. 2d 513, 516.

3.

Tax title.
Party who sets up title by tax deed must
show that all requirements
of law have
been complied with. Asper v. Moon, 24 U.
241, 67 P. 409.
In action to quiet title in plaintiff by
virtue of deed from county, where there
was no evidence of legal levy of taxes
or of issuance of certificate
of sale or
auditor's deed, evidence was insufficient to
establish title in plaintiff.
Bolognese v.
Anderson, 87 U. 450, 44 P. 2d 706, opinion
modified in 87 U. 455, 49 P. 2d 1034, denying rehearing, applying this section prior
to its amendment.
One who relies on a tax title must
show that all of the requirements
of the
law were complied with in the issuance
of that tax title. Anson v. Ellison, 104
U. 576, 579, 140 P. 2d 653, 655.
Uncontradicted
testimony
of county
treasurer and his deputy that they examined all assessment rolls for years in question and failed to find any auditor's affidavit attached thereto or any appearance
of any such affidavit so attached, was sufficient to support finding of trial court
that there were no auditor's
affidavits
attached to such assessment rolls, and consequently tax deeds from county founded
upon those assessments were invalid and
did not convey county's interest in lands
involved,
notwithstanding
this section.
Jenkins v. Morgan, 113 U. 534, 196 P. 2d
871.

4.

Use of certificate as evidence.
Any certificate
duly authenticated
by
an officer authorized to issue the same is
generally admissible in evidence as the
certificate issued by such officer. Whether
or not such certificate may be used as
evidence of the acts of such officer or of
other officers which occurred prior to issuance of such certificate, depends upon the
language of the statute which authorizes
its use as evidence. Telonis v. Staley,
104 U. 537, 144 P. 2d 513, 516.
Section 80-10-35, R. S. 1933, authorized
the use of a tax sale certificate as prima
facie evidence of the regularity of all proceedings leading up to its issuance only
if in substance and content the certificate
conforms with the requirements
of such
statute.
It is not admissible as prima
facie evidence of those prior proceedings
if it is incomplete or otherwise wanting
in essential ree.itals or averments. Telonis
v. Staley, 104 U. 537, 144 P. 2d 513, 516.
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An inadequate
and ambiguous descril
tion of tlie property contained in the tu
sale certificate
as found in Burton v,
Hoover, 93 U. 498, 74 P. 2d 652, or a failure to properly designate the tax and tle
year in which levied as in this case, co~
stitutes such failure to conform with the
requirements
of the aforesaid statute ai
to deny the use of Sll ch certificate as priml
facie evidence of the regularity of anl
of the prior
proceedings.
Telonia v,
Staley, 104 U. 537, 144 P. 2d 513, 516.
"Stipulation
that a certificate of sale
had been issued" would not "be priml
facie evidence of the regularity of all p~
ceedings up to the issuance of said eer,
tificate."
The court said: "It is doubtful
that the stipulation
that a certiiicate of
sale was issued without stating by whoa
or to whom issued, whether it was du~
certified, etc., would be the equivalent o/
introducing in evidence a certified copyof
the tax sale record." Anson v. Ellison,!Ill
U. 576, 140 P. 2d 653.

Pi;esumptions.
Law presumes that all officers entrusteil
with custody of public files and record!
will perform their official duty by
them safely in their offices, and, whe
paper is not found which, if in existen
should have been deposited or record
presumption arises that no such docume
has ever been in existence and, until rebutted, presumption must stand as proof
of such nonexistence.
Tree v. White, llO
U. 233, 171 P. 2d 398; Jenkins v. Morgani
113 U. 534, 196 P. 2d 871, construing thlll
section.
5.

keepil

Collateral References.
Taxation e=:>684( 4).
61 C.J. Taxation § 1644.
Constitutionality
of statutes or ordinances making one fact presumptive or
prima facie evidence of another, 86 A,
L. R. 179.
Governing law as regards presumpliOI
and burden of proof, 78 A. L. R. 883.I
Tax deeds and recitals therein as evi•
dence of regularity of tax proceedings as
to advertising
and notice of sale, and Ill
to time, manner, and place of sale, 88 A,
L. R. 264.
Tax title or deed as subject to attack for
want of notice of application for tax deed
or of expiration
of redemption period
where a statute makes tax deed conclusi;;I
evidence of matters preliminary to its issuance or limits attack thereon to specified
grounds or exempts deed from attack for
procedural irregularities
or ·omissions, 134
A. L. R. 796.
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59-10-37. Private sales to lienholders-Assignment
of counties' interest,
form.-At any time after the sale and before the time for redemption has
expired, the county treasurer is authorized and required, at private sale,
at his office, to sell and assign the interest of the county in any of the
real estate sold to the county for delinquent taxes to any person holding
a recorded mortgage or other lien against such real estate, upon payment
of the amount of the delinquent taxes, interest, penalty and costs thereon;
and the county treasurer shall deliver duplicate receipts to the purchaser
of such interest, on which he shall write "Sold for taxes at private sale."
Upon presentation of one of such receipts to the county auditor, he shall
make out and deliver to the purchaser au assignment of the interest of
the county in such real estate derived from the preliminary sale for
delinquent taxes provided for in section 59-10-33. Real estate sold to the
1:ountyand afterwar·ds assigned shall be subject to redemption within the
time and in the manner hereinafter
provided. The assignment may be
substantially in the following form :
"Assignment of Interest

Under Tax Sale

····················,·-···.......- ..':....... ,....::....,................. Co1;m.ty, State of Utah, hereby
sells and assigns to .. ::.............................................•.......•........ all its interest in
the following described estate in ........................:...~ ..:............................. County,
Utah, to.wit:
(Here describe the real estate.)
derived from the preliminary
sale thereof for delinquent taxes on the
........ day of ....... ,......,.......................... , 19........, and recorded in the tax sale
record of said county for the year 19........, at page ............ , line ........ thereof.
Dated ............................................ ·.............. , 19............

County
By: ............................ ,..,.......................... ,..... Auditor"

(Auditor's Se-al)

History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2626;
L. 1915, ch. 24, § 1; C. L. 1917, § 6023; L.
1919, ch. 122, § 1; R. S. 1933, 80-10·36; L.
1939, ch. 101, § 1; C. 1943, 80-10·36.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1939 amendment rewrote last three
sentences of first paragraph, and added the
second paragraph.
The reference in this section to "section
59•10·33" appeared in Code 1943 as "section 80·10·32."
Applicability of section.
This section applies to the sale of land
for delinquent taxes assessed and levied
for general purposes of irrigation district,
and authorizes assignment of certificate of
sale by county after time for redemption
bas expired. Hatch v. Edwards, 72 U. 113,
269 P. 138.
In action to quiet title to mining claims,
evidence supported finding that taxes on
realty were delinquent as against conten·
1.
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tion that county should have applied
alleged overpayment on cost of advertising
tax sale of personalty
owned by peti·
tioner, but such did not authorize county's
private sale of the property without inter•
vention of public sale, and such private
sale was void although it would not oper·
ate to reinvest title in original owner until
he properly exercised his right to redeem
under the statute.
Utah Lead Co. v.
Piute County, 92 U. 1, 65 P. 2d 1190, ap·
plying 59·10·64 prior to its amendment.
2.

Assignment of certificate.
Under this section county may not
assign lien given to it for taxes except
as expressly or impliedly authorized by
this section. Sorensen v. Bills, 70 U. 509,
261 P. 450, followed in Anson v. Ellison,
104 U. 576, 140 P. 2d 653, in which it
was held that county's quitclaim deed
could not be held to have been an assign•
ment of tax lien, and stating general rule
as nonassignability
of tax lien, both cases

59-10-38
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quoting from Black on Tax Title (2d Ed.)
§ 151.
This section, when read in connection
with Laws 1919, ch. 68, § 21, authorizes
assignment of certificates of sale for lands
sold as delinquent
for nonpayment
of
taxes assessed for general purposes o:f
irrigation
district,
and assignee will be
presumed to be qualified.
Hatch v. Edwards, 72 U. 113, 124, 269 P. 138.
3. Raising and waiving objections.
Where it appeared in action to quiet
title that county took deed to plaintiff's

tax delinquent
property after expiratiol
of redemption
period and sold it to dill
fendant, plaintiff was not entitled to com•
plain that defendant's
title was defeetivt
because a May public sale was not had,
where it appeared plaintiff made no effort
to redeem or make a tender to either the
county or the defendant.
Deseret Irr. Co.
v. Bishop, 92 U. 220, 67 P. 2d 210.

Collateral References.
Taxation~678.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1601.

59-10-38. Misnomer or mistake as to ownership does not affect sale.When land is sold for taxes, correctly imposed, as the property of a
particular person, no misnomer of the owner or supposed owner, or other
mistake relating to the ownership thereof, affects the sale or renders it void
or voidable.
History:
R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2645;
C. L. 1917, § 6046; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-37.

Construction and application.
This section
merely prohibits
owner
from r.omplaining of irregularities
in his
name in subsequent sale proceedings, and
does not cu1·e errors in description
or
other defects.
Tintic Undine Min. Co. v.
Ercanbrack,
93 U. 561, 74 P. 2d 1184.
Under this section tax is correctly imposed where it is imposed in name of
owner or record owner if one exists.
'l'intic Undine Min. Co. v. Ercanbrack,
93
U. 561, 74 P. 2d 1184.
This section has no application
where
name of owner is known or is shown by
record in office of county recorder.
Tintic
Undine Min. Co. v. Ercanbrack, 93 U. 561,
74 P. 2d 1184.
1.

2.

Assessment of jointly
Formerly, at least, rule
realty was owned jointly,
one of owners "et al."
Asper v. Moon, 24 U. 241,

owned realty.
was that where
assessment to
was erroneous.
67 P. 409, criti-

cised in dissenting opinion in Telonis v,
Staley, 104 U. 537, 144 P. 2d 513, 519.
3. Delinquent list.
l<~ormerly, at least, rule was that where
realty was owned by tenants in common,
delinquent
list showing that realty was
owned by named one of tenants in common
"et al." was insufficient.
Asper v. Moon,
24 U. 241, 67 P. 409.
Formerly, rule was that description of
lots in assessment roll, and in published
list of delinquent taxes, as being in eer•
tain addition,
without. naming city of
which such addition was part, was fatally
defective.
Asper v. Moon, 24 U. 241, 67
P. 409.
Collateral References.
Taxation~688.
61 C.J. Taxation

§ 1681.

Constitutionality
and applicability of
curative
provisions
of taxing statutetl
where sale is irregular, 5 A. L. R. 164.
Defects in tax proceedings, affecting lia,
bility for tax, that may be remedied by
curative statute, 140 A. L. R. 959.

59-10-39. Protests by owner-Because of partial invalidity of tax.Whenever property is sold for the nonpayment of delinquent taxes, and
the assessment is valid in part and void as to excess, the sale must not
for that cause be deemed invalid, nor shall any grant subsequently made
thereunder be held insufficient to pass a title to the grantee, unless the
owner of the property or his agent, not less than six days before the time
at which the property is advertised to be sold, delivers to the treasurer a
protest in writing signed by the owner or agent, specifying the portion
of the tax which he claims to be invalid, and the ground upon which such
claim is based.
History:
R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2649;
C. L. 1917, § 6050; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-38.

Cross-Reference.
Repayment of taxes paid under protest,
59-11-12.
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59-10-41

Statute limiting period for attack on
tax title as affecting remaindermen in respect of a tax sale during life tenancy,
124 A. L. R. 1145.

Collateral References.
Taxatione::>615.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1516.
Constitutionality
and applicability
of
curative provisions
of taxing
statutes
where sale is irregular, 5 A. L. R. 164.

59-10-40. Duty of treasurer.-In case such protest is made, it is the
duty of the treasurer, either to sell the property assessed for the whole
amount appearing upon the assessm,mt book or to withdraw the property
from sale and report the case to the board of county commissioners for its
directions in the premises, and in such case the board may either direct the
foreclosure of the lien of such tax by action or direct the treasurer to
proceed with the sale.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2650;
C. L. 1917, § 6051; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-39.
1. Duty to accept partial payment.
· Under this section county treasurer may,
but need not, accept less than the whole

of any specific tax levied. State v. Evans,
79 U. 370, 6 P. 2d 161, 84 A. L. R. 766.

Collateral References.
Taxatione::>615.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1516.

59-10-41. Assessment and sale of property after preliminary tax sale.When property assessed for taxes is sold to the county, at the preliminary
tax sale, it must be assessed in subsequent years for taxes in the same
manner as if it has not been sold. While the property is held by the
county under preliminary sale, the same shall not be deemed sold at preliminary sale for taxes subsequently assessed as aforesaid, but the sale
lmder any such assessment is postponed until the time for redemption
under the previous sale shall have expired and shall be deemed to take
place at the next sale date thereafter as specified in section 59-10-33. The
rights of any person purchasing the land from the county at final tax sale
provided for in section 59-10-64 or taking a deed thereto under the provisions of section 59-10-62 shall be subject to the right of the county under
any such subsequent assessment.
mstory: R. s. 1898 & c. L. 1907, § 2651;
title, it receives its money and its tax lien
C. L. 1917, § 6052; R. S. 1933, 80-10-40;
L. 1939, ch. 101, § 1; C. 1943, 80-10-40.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1939 amendment
made material
changes in text.
The references in this section to "section 59-10-33," "section
59-10-64" and
"section 59-10-62" appeared in Code 1943
as "section 80-10-32," "section 80-10-68"
and "section 80-10-66" respectively.
1. Remedies

of county.
If while the tax title is in the county
the title and sale be declared void, the
county may reassess the property for that
year, or may the next year resell the property for such delinquent taxes, depending
on the grounds upon which the sale was
voided. But when the county sells its tax
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is extinguished.
Courts of equity will not
quiet the owner's title until he reimburses
the other party for the taxes paid by him.
Reeve v. Blatchley, 106 U. 259, 147 P. 2d
861.

2.

Effect of redemption.
Redemption by owner from tax sale, to
county, within time allowed, extinguished
any right that county had by reason of
levy and tax to same extent as would have
been the case if the taxes had been paid
prior to the tax sale, this being plain
intent of this section.
Sorensen v. Bills,
70 U. 509, 261 P. 450.
Collateral ·References.
Taxation€:==>615.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1516.
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ARTICLE 9
FORECLOSURE
Section

59-10-42.
59-10-43.
59-10-44.
59-10-45.
59-10-46.
59-10-47.

OF TAX LIENS

Time-Venue-Parties-Pleading.
Notice of intention to foreclose.
Trial-Findings-Decree.
Sale.
Redemption.
Deemed a cumulative remedy.

59-10-42. Time-Venue-Parties-Plea.ding.-In
all cases where any
county claims a lien on real estate for delinquent general taxes which havi
uot been paid for a period of four years, such county may foreclose such
lien by an action in the district court of the county in which the real estat~
is located. In any such action all persons owning or having or claimina
an interest in or lien upon the real estate or any part thereof may be joine~
as defendants, and the complaint shall contain a description of the landJ
together with the amount claimed to be due thereon, including interes1
penalties and costs, and if the name of the owner of any such real estate
cannot be ascertained from the records of the county, then the complaini
sl1all state that the owner is unknown to the plaintiff. It shall be sufficien,
to allege in such complaint that a general tax has been duly levied upon
the real estate described therein, without stating any of the proceedingt
or steps leading up to the levy of such tax ..
History:

L. 1927,. ch. 74, § 1; R. S. 19·33

& C. 1943, 80-10-41.

Cross-Reference.
As to foreclosure of liens in general, see
Title 38,
1. Jurisdiction.
Where, in suit in equity against county
to remove cloud of tax liens from plaintiff's title, county counterclaimed, setting
up tax liens against property for unpaid
taxes, held county could have validity of
taxes and means of realizing them properly
adjudicated
in federal court.
Jones v.
Box Elder County, 52 F. 2d 340.
2. Pleadings,
If complaint fails to disclose a tax lien,
it is demurrable. Fisher v. Wright, 101 U,
469, 123 P. 2d 703.

3.

Statute of limitations.
Provision of former section 104-2-2&,
10•
quiring acti. on for statutory liability. ffl
be brought in one year, does not apply,
suit to foreclose tax lien. Jones v. B
Elder County, 52 F. 2d 340.
Settlement of ta.:x:claims.
In action by city against county commissioners and state tax commission for
dv.mages because of in valid settlemenJ.
under 59-10-58, even if it were assumed
that settlement was void, city could not
recover in absence of allegations that i\:
had exhausted its remedy for collection,
such as sale by treasurer and foreclosur~
of lien by. county commissioners. Logalf
City v. Allen, 86 U. 375; 44 P. 2d 1085.·
4.

Collateral References.
Taxation~641.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1561.
Discharge and enforcement of lieri' 51
Am. Jur. 886, Taxation § 1015.
'

59-10-43. Notice of intention to foreclose.-Before the commencemen~
of any such action thirty days' written notice of intention so to do shall
be given to the owner, if known, by inclosing the same in an envelope'
plainly addressed to such owner at his post-office address, as shown on the
last assessment book or rolls of the county in which such real estate is
situated, with postage thereon prepaid.
If the post-office address of. any
such owner does not appear. on such assessment book or rolls, then such
notice shall be addressed to the owner at the general delivery at the
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ARTICLE 9
FORECLOSURE
Section

59-10-42.
59-10-43.
59-10-44.
59-10-45.
59-10-46.
59-10-47.

OF TAX LIENS

Time-Venue-Parties-Pleading.
Notice of intention to foreclose.
Trial-Findings-Decree.
Sale.
Redemption.
Deemed a cumulative remedy.

59-10-42. Time-Venue-Parties-Plea.ding.-In
all cases where any
county claims a lien on real estate for delinquent general taxes which have
not been paid for a period' of four years, such county may foreclose such
lien by an action in the district court of the county in which the real estate
is located. In any such action all persons owning or having or claimin~
an interest in or lien upon the real estate or any part thereof may be joine~
as defendants, and the complaint shall contain a description of the land,
together with the amount claimed to be due thereon, including interes1
penalties and costs, and if the name of the owner of any such real estate
cannot be ascertained from the records of the county, then the complain1
shall state that the owner is unknown to the plaintiff. It shall be sufficien~
to allege in such complaint that a general tax has been duly levied upon
the real estate described therein, without stating any of the proceedingl
or steps leading up to the levy of such tax ..
History:

L. 1927, ch. 74, § 1; R. S. 1933

& O. 1943, 80-10-41.

Cross-Reference.
As to foreclosure
Title 38.

of liens in general,

see

Jurisdiction.
Where in suit in equity against county
to remo~e cloud of tax liens from plaintiff's title, county counterclaimed,
setting
up tax liens against property for unpaid
taxes, held county could have validity of
taxes and means of realizing them properly
adjudicated
in federal court.
Jones v.
Box Elder County, 52 F. 2d 340.
1.

Pleadings.
If complaint fails to disclose a tax lien,
it is demurrable. Fisher v. Wright, 101 U.
469, 123 P. 2d 703.
2.

3.

Statute of limitations.
Provision of former section 104-2-2&,
re•
quiring action for statutory
liability, ;
be brought in one year, does not apply.I
suit to foreclose tax lien. Jones v. Bo
Elder County, 52 F. 2d 340.
4.

Settlement of tax claims.
In action by city against county commissioners and state tax commission for
damages because of invalid settlemenJ.
under 59-10-58, even if it were assumed
that settlement was void, city could not
recover in absence of allegations that ii:
had exhausted its remedy for collection,
such as sale by treasurer and foreelos111a
of lien by. county commissioners.
Logan.
City v. Allen, 86 U. 375; 44 P. 2d 1085.·

Ooilateral References.
Taxatione:=>641.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1561.
Discharge and enforcement of lien; 51
Am. Jur. 886, Taxation § 1015.

59-10-43. Notice o.f intention to foreclose.-Before
the commencement
of any such action thirty days' written notice of intention so to do shall
be given to the owner, if known, by inclosing the same in an envelope
plainly addressed to such owner at his post-office address, as shown on the
last assessment book or rolls of the county in which such real estate is
situated, with postage thereon prepaid.
If the post-office address of any
such owner does not appear, on such assessment book or rolls, then such
notice shall be addressed to the owner at the general delivery at the
542
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postofficein city, town or precinct where said real estate is located, with
thepostagethereon prepaid. Service of the notice shall be complete when
sodepositedin the United States mail.
mstory: L. 1927, ch. 74, § 2; R. S. 1933
& C.1943,80-10-42.

J, Notice as jurisdictional.
Ordinarily, failurn to give a notice requiredby the tax laws will invalidate a
taxsale of the property, because the reguirementis jurisdictional;
its omission is
nota mere irregularity.
Olsen v. Bagley,
10U. 492, 37 P. 739, reaffirmed in Eastmanv. Gurrey, 15 U. 410, 419, 49 P. 310.

Collateral References.
Taxatione:::>637.
61 C..T. Taxation § 1554.
Constitutionality
of provision for service
by publication of notice of proceeding by
purchaser at tax sale to foreclose delinquent owner's right of redemption, or of
other proceeding to perfect tax purchaser's
title, 145 A. L; R. 597.
Persons in possession of real property as
affected by decree foreclosing
tax lien,
upon service by publication, or in a proceeding against unknown owners, 128 A.
L. R. 114.

59-10-44. Trial-Findings-Decree.-Such
action shall be tried and
determinedas actions to foreclose mortgage liens, and the court shall
determineand adjudge the amount of taxes, interest, penalties and costs
oneachparcel of land which has been separately assessed, and shall enter
its decree determining the rights, and priorities of liens, of all parties to
suchaction, and shall also in its decree direct the sheriff to advertise and
sellas in the case of sales on execution each such parcel of land, or so
muchthereof as may be necessary, for the payment of the total amount
ofthe general taxes due thereon, with interest, penalties and costs, unless
theamount thereof is paid within a time named in such decree, which time
shallnot exceed thirty days from the entry thereof.
Such decree shall
providethat any of the parties to the action may become purchasers at
anysuch sale, and shall also provide that if all delinquent taxes, together
withinterest thereon, levied on such parcel of land and all penalties and
costs,are paid within the time fixed in such decree for payment, then no
sale shall •be made. After the time for redemption has expired, if no
redemption has been made, the sheriff shall execute and deliver to the
purchasera deed conveying to such purchaser all the right, title and interest
ofeach and all the parties, but subject to the lien of any general or special
taxeswhich may have been levied on the property thereby conveyed, other
than those for the payment of which the sale has been made.
History: L. 1927, ch. 74, § 3; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 80-10-43.

Cross-Reference.
Foreclosure of mortgages,

78-37-1 et seq.

J. Right to foreclose tax lien.
Thia section makes it clear that the
foreclosure proceeding
provided
for by
these sections, to-wit, 59-10-42 to 59-10-47,
is not available to a purchaser
of de-

fective tax title.
Fisher
U. 469, 123 P. 2d 703.

v. Wright,

101

Collateral References.
Taxatione:::>647.
61 C..T. Taxation § 1569.

.Judgment jn tax cases in respect of one
period as res judicata in respect of another period, 150 A. L. R. 5.

59-10-45. Sale.-When
any sale is made the sheriff shall give to the
purchaser a certificate of sale as in the case of sales upon execution, and
;hall file a duplicate of such certificate with the county recorder and county
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auditor.
Where any property has been purchased by the county at anJ
such sale, the certificate of sale may be sold and assigned by it to anJ
person upon the payment to it of a sum not less than the amount for whid
it was sold to the county, together with eight per cent interest there4
and the assignee shall thereby acquire all the rights of the county the?ell
nuder.
History: L. 1927, ch. 74, § 4; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 80-10-44.
Tax sales, in general.
Tax sales are made exclusively under
statutory power, and unless all the necessary prerequisites
of the statute are complied with, the tax sale becomes invalid.
The title acquired is stric.ti juris.
Olsen
v. Bagley, 10 U. 492, 495, 37 P. 739, reaffirmed in Eastman v. Gurrey, 15 U. 410,
419, 49 P. 310.
Tax sale is made exclusively under statutory power and, unless all necessary prerequisites of statute are carried out, sale
will be invalid.
Olsen v. Bagley, 10 U.
492, 37 P. 739; Eastman
v. Gurrey, 15
U. 410, 49 P. 310.
Whoever sets up a tax title must show
that all requirements
of law have been
complied with. Bean v. Fairbanks,
46 U.
513, 151 P. 338; Bolognese v. Anderson,
87 U. 450, 453, 44 P. 2d 706.
In action to quiet title in plaintiff by
virtue of deed from county, where there
was no evidence of legal levy of taxes
or of issuance of certificate
of sale or
auditor's deed, evidence was insufficient to
establish title in plaintiff.
Bolognese v.
Anderson, 87 U. 450, 44 P. 2d 706, opinion modified in 87 U. 455, 49 P. 2d 1034
denying rehearing, applying 59-10-36 prior
to its amendment.
1.

- power to- sell.
Power vested in public officer to sell land
for nonpayment
of taxes is naked power,
not coupled with interest, and every prerequisite to exercise of power must precede its exercise.
Olsen v. Bagley, 10 U.
492, 37 P. 739; Eastman v. Gurrey, 15 U.
410, 49 P. 310.
2.

3.

Tax title.
Title to be acquired under statutes authorizing sale of land for nonpayment
of
taxes is regarded as stricti juris, and whoever sets up tax title must show that all
requirements
of law have been complied
with.
Olsen v. Bagley, 10 U. 492, 37 P.
739; Eastman v. Gurrey, 15 U. 410, 49 P.
310.
Failme of one of prerequisites
of valid
tax sale is as fatal to sale as failure of
all thereof.
Olsen v. Bagley, 10 U. 492, 37
P. 739; Eastman v. Gurrey, 15 U. 410, 49
P. 310.
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One who is under a duty to pay tax111
cannot add to or strengthen his tit!~bJ'
purchasing the land at a tax sale. llJd.
lock v. Benjamin Drainage Dist., 89U,
94, 96, 53 P. 2d 1156, 106 A. L. R, 87,
_approved in Free v. Farnworth, 105U.
583, 144 P. 2d 532.
A tax sale purchaser has no right to
be reimbursed by the owner or subsequ~
tax title purchaser where the first tax sali
purchaser has neglected to pay the t11I111
after acquiring the tax deed and has
mi tted the property
to be subseqneu
sold to another for unpaid taxes whet
the tax sale was void or not. Shippv,
Sheffield, 101 U. 54, 117 P. 2d 996.
Trustee purchasing
at tax sale hold!
title in trust for cestui que trust. Free
v. Farnworth, 105 U. 583, 144 P. 2d 532,
Since the tax title claimant cannol
maintain an action for the taxes, and can
only assert them when action is brouglll
against him to extinguish of record hij
claim, it is evident that the court of equitt
does not recognize in him a right in In
or equity to recover what he paid to ex•
tinguish a tax lien. What the court of
equity does is to impose upon the owner
the duty of himself payil).g the amoonl
of taxes before it will enter a decree 68·
tablishing
in effect that there are no
claims against the property for such taxe,,
This is further
evidenced by the faet
that if the owner refuses to reimburse the
tax title claimant, the court does not quiel
title in claimant, nor does it enter a judg·
men for the amount in his favor. The
court just refuses its decree in favor of
the owner, and leaves the parties where
it found them. Reeve v. Blatchley, 100
U. 259, 147 P. 2d 861, 863.
When a person relies on a tax title
and pleads ownership
founded on tax
title, he must show by his pleadings that
every essential step in the tax proce~
ings to divest the owner of title has been;
conducted
according
to law. Specific
allegations
as to source of title control
over general allegations.
Tree v. White,
110 U. 233, 171 P. 2d 398, following Bean
v. Fairbanks,
46 U. 513, 151 P. 338 340
State v. Rolio, 71 U. 91, 262 P. 987 and
Tintic Undine Min. Co. v. ErcanbraJk, 93
U. 561, 74 P. 2d 1184.

I

4.

Certificate of sale, issuance.
Certificate of sale issued for land sold
for taxes held not invalid because issu-
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7.

ance of it was not made until about two
and one-half years after tax sale took
place; such a certificate does not partake
of any of essential or jurisdictional
acts
upon which tax deed must ultimately rest.
Bruno v. Madison, 38 U. 485, 113 P. 1030,
Ann. Cas. 1913B, 584.
5, - sufficiency.
Certificate describing
property as "Lot
15 in Highland Park Addition" instead of
"Lot 15 Highland Park Subdivision,"
as
was the proper description,
was not void
as against mortgagee
where testimony
showed "addition" and "subdivision"
were
used interchangeably
in common parlance.
Ferguson v. Mathis, 96 U. 442, 85 P. 2d
827.
6. - recita.Js in certificate of sale.
Enough of proceedings must be recited
in certificate of sale, provided
for by
former statute, to show authority
to sell
land and to issue a certificate
to the
county. Wall v. Kaighn, 45 U. 244, 144
P. 1100, followed in Lawrence v. Murphy,
45 U. 572, 147 P. 903, in Thompson v.
Taylor, 61 U. 164, 211 P. 696, and in
Fisher v. Davis, 77 U. 81, 291 P. 493.
Recitals in the certificate of sale, which
amount to mere conclusions, will not support the title of purchaser.
Wall v.
Kaighn, 45 U. 244, 144 P. 1100.
Recitals in certificate of sale do not invalidate the proceedings if recitals show
that delinquent property was sold in the
manner provided by law to the only purchaser to whom, under the statute, it could
be sold. Hatch v. Edwards, 72 U. 113, 121,
269P. 138.
The certificates
show title of grantor
under quitclaim
deed.
Nix v. Tooele
County, 101 U. 84, 118 P. 2d 376.

- operation
m.d effect of certificate.
A tax sale certificate does not purport
to convey title to the land. The purchaser
of a tax sale certificate knows that the
legal owner has a certain definite period
within which he may redeem from the
sale, and until such period has passed, it
is presumed
that when such purchaser
takes possession he takes it in subordination to the right of the owner and not
adversely to him. Bozievich v. Slechta, 109
U. 373, 166 P. 2d 239, 240, applying C. L.
1917.
8.

- assignment of certificates of sale.
Section 59-10-33, when read in connection with 59-10-37, authorizes
assignment
of certificates
of sale for lands sold as
delinquent
for nonpayment
of taxes assessed and levied for general purposes of
irrigation
district,
and assignee will be
presumed to be qualified, even though it
does not expressly appear that he was a
person holding a recorded
mortgage
or
other lien on the realty.
Hatch v. Edwards, 72 U. 113, 124, 269 P. 138, applying
Laws 1919, ch. 68, § 21.

Vacating sale.
A tax sale will not be set aside for mere
irregularities.
Shipp v. Sheffield, 101 U.
54, 117 P. 2d 996, following Oregon Short
Line R. Co. v. Hallock, 41 U. 378, 126
P. 394.
9.

Collateral Re.ferences.
Taxation€==>686.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1656.
Sale of land for nonpayment
of taxes,
51 Am. Jur. 893, Taxation § 1022 et seq.
Personal liability
of tax official or his
bond to purchaser at tax sale, 149 A. L. R.
220.

59-10-46. Redemption.-Any person interested in any real estate sold
under any such decree shall have the same right to redeem such real estate
from such sale, within the same time and upon the same terms as if such
sale had been made upon execution.
History:

L. 1927, ch. 74, § 5; R. S. 1933

& C. 1943, 80-10-45.

Collateral References.
Taxation€==>695.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1686.

59-10-47. Deemed a cumulative remedy.-Such foreclosure shall not
deprive any county of any other method or means provided for the collection or enforcement of any such taxes, but shall be deemed and construed
as providing an additional or cumulative remedy for the collection of
general taxes levied and assessed against the real estate in such county.
History:

L. 1927, ch. 74, § 6; R. S. 1933

& C. 1943, 80-10-46.
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Scope md operation of section.
This section clearly indicates
that the
remedy is one afforded to the county only.

1.

59-10-48
Fisher
703.

v. Wright,
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101 U. 469, 123 P. 2d

Collateral References.
Taxation <!P615.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1516.

},..RTICLE 10
SALES
Section

59-10-48.
59-10-49.
59-10-50.
59-10-51.
59-10-52.
59-10-53.
59-10-54.
59-10-55.

OF PERSONAL

I'ROPERTY

Collection by seizure and sale.
Sales-Conduct
and place of.
Notice of sale. ·
Fees and costs.
Title vests in purchaser.
Excess of proceeds of sale.
Unsold portion left at owner's risk.
Treasurer to advise tax commission
ments.

of taxes

unpaid

on its assess•

59-10-48. Collection by seizure and sale.-The treasurer may collectthe
taxes delinquent on personal property, except when sufficient real estate
is liable therefor, by seizure and sale of any personal property owned by
the delinquent.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § Z631;
C. L. 1917, § 6032; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-47.

Collateral References.
Taxationc!P582.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1372.

Operation of section.
This section provides for the collection
of the personal · property tax by county
treasurer.
Crystal Car Line v. State Tax
Comm., 110 U. 426, 174 P. 2d 984, 991.

Construction,
application and effect of
statutory
provision requiring seizure and
possession of property before sale for delinquent taxes, 105 A. L. R. 635.

1.

5,9-10-49. Sales-Conduct and place of.-The sale must be at pnbli£
auction, and of a sufficient amount of property to pay the taxes and costs,
and when practicable must be made in the city, town or precinct where
seized.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2632;
C. L. 1917, § 6033; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-48.
1.

Bill of sale.
It would seem that it should appear on

face of bill of sale that this section was
complied with. If recitals of bill of sale
mean that whole of the property
was

exposed or offered for sale, bill of sale
would probably be void.
See Wall v.
Kaighn, 45 U. 244, 144 P. 1100, applyin~
former provision relating to sale of de,
linquent real estate.
Collateral References.
Taxationc!P582.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1374.

59-10-50. Notice of sale.-The
sale must be made after one week's
notice of the time and place thereof, given by publication in a newspaper
having general circulation in the county, or by posting in three public
places in the county.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2633;
C. L. 1917, § 6034; R. S. 1933 & C, 1943,
80-10-49.

Collateral References.
Taxationc!P582.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1373.

59-10-51. Fees and costs.-For
seizing or selling personal property the
treasurer may charge in each case thJ sum of $3 for the use of the county,
and actual and necessary expenses for travel, seizing, handling, keeping
or caring for property so seized or sold.
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History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2634;
O. L. 1917, § 6035; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-50.

Cross-Reference.
Fees of county

treasurer,

21-2-5.

Collateral References.
Taxatione:=>582.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1372.

59-10-52. Title vests in purchaser.-On payment of the price bid for m1,_
personal property sold, the delivery thereof, with a bill of sale, vests t II\'
title thereto in the purchaser.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2635;
0. L. 1917, § 6036; R. S. 1933 & C, 1943,
80-10-51.

Collateral References.
Taxatione:=>582.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1376.

59-10-53. Excess of proceeds of sale.-All excess of the proceeds of
any such sale over the taxes and costs must be returned to the owner of
the property sold, and until claimed must be deposited in the county
treasury, subject to the order of the owner, his heirs or assigns.
History: R. s. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2636;
0. L. 1917, § 6037; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-52.

Collateral References.
Taxation 0=582.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1375.

59-10-54. Unsold portion left at owner's risk.-The
unsold portion of
may be left at the place of sale at the risk of the owner.

any property

History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, §2637;
1917, § 6038; R. S. · 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-53.

o. L.

Collateral References.
Taxatione:=>582.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1372.

59-10-55. Treasurer to advise tax commission of taxes unpaid on its
assessments.-Each
county treasurer shall, during the first week in February of each year, report to the state tax commission the name of each
person who has failed to pay the taxes assessed and levied against him
during the preceding year upon property assessed by the state tax comm1ss10n.
History:

L. 1921, ch. 40, § 1; R. S. 1933

& C. 1943, 80-10-58.

Compiler's Note.
Former sections
80-10-54 to 80-10-57,
Code 1943, were repealed by Laws 1939, ch.
101, § 2.
-

Collateral References.
Taxatione:=>560.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1324,

ARTICLE

11

REDEMPTION
Section

59-10-56.
59-10-57.
59-10-58.
59-10-59.
59-10-60.
59-10-61.
59-10-62.
59-10-63.
59-10-64.
59-10-65,

Redemption-Time
allowed for-Installments.
By coowners.
Redemption-Tax
subsequently assessed must be paid-Exception.
Certifieate of redemption.
Report of tax-sale record-Audit
of treasurer's accounts, settlement.
Daily statement of accounts-Quarterly
audits.
When no redemption made--Auditor's
deed-Tax-sale
record.
Fees for issuing deeds.
Sales by county.
Purchaser
of invalid tax title-Purchaser's
lien-Extent
of lienPriority of lien-Foreclosure
of lien.
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59-10-56. Redemption--Time allowed for-lnstallments.-Real
estate
taken over by the county for delinquent taxes may be redeemed by any
person having an interest at any time while the property is helll by the
county under preliminary tax sale prior to the 1st day of April next
following the lapse of four years from the date of preliminary sale by such
person paying into the county treasury the amount due the county,
including the sum of fifty cents for redemption certificate, all taxes
subsequently assessed and all interest, penalty and costs that have accrued
thereon.
Real estate sold and assigned as provided in section 59-10-37
may be redeemed by any person having an interest therein, at any time
within the redemption period above specified, by such person paying into
the county treasury for the use of the assignee or his legal representatives
the amount paid by such assignee, the sum of fifty cents for a redemption
certificate, ancl all taxes that have accrued thereon and which have been
paid by the purchaser after his purchase to the time of redemption, together
with interest at the rate of eight per cent per annum on the whole from
the date of payment to the day of redemption.
Property may not be
redeemed after the expiration of the redemption period specified.
The county treasurer shall accept and credit on account for the redemption of property sold for delinquent taxes, at any time prior to the
expiration of the period of redemption, payments in amounts of not less
than $10 except the final payment which may be in any amount. For the
purpose of computing the amount required for redemption and for the
purpose of making distribution
of the payments received on account
tliereof, all such payments shall be applied in the following order:
First, against the interest accrued upon the delinquent tax for the
last year included in said delinquent account at the time of payment;
Second, against the penalty charged upon the delinquent tax for the
last year included in the delinquent account at the time of payment;
Third, against the delinquent tax for the last year included in the
delinquent account at the time of payment;
Fourth, against the interest accrued upon the delinquent tax for the
next to last year included in the delinquent account at the time of payment;
And so on until the full amount of the delinquent tax, penalty and
interest upon the unpaid balances shall have been paid within the period
of redemption as aforesaid.
History: R. S. 189'8, § 2627; L. 1901,
ch. 116, § 1; C. L. 1907, § 2627; L. 1915,
ch. 24, § 1; C. L. 1917, § 6024; R. S. 1933,
80-10-59; L. 1933, ch. 61, § 1; 1939, ch. 101,
§ 1; C. 1943, 80-10-59.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1933 and 1939 amendments
the first paragraph,
and added
mainder of the section.
The reference in this section to
59-10-37" appeared in Code 1943
tion 80-10-36."

rewrote
the re"section
as "sec-

Comparable Provisions.
Deering's
Cal. Rev. and Tax. Code,
§ 4101 (providing
that tax-sold property
and, where right of redemption has uot
been
terminated,
tax-deeded
property,
may be redeemed by redemptioner
until
right of redemption
is terminated;
defining "redemptioner"
as person whose
estate has been sold or his successor in
interest);
§ 4104 (if the property is not
on the current roll, redemption officer may
(1) require that redemptioner
pay current
taxes and penalties
as if the property
were origjnally
on the current roll; or
(2) require
redemptioner
to pay cur•
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rent taxes, penalties,
and costs along
with amount
necessary
to
redeem);
! 4112 ( on redemption,
deed becomes
null and any interest acquired by virtue
of sale to state ceases).
Idaho Code 1947, § 63-1124 (property
described in delinquency
entry may be
redeemed from tax sale, by owner or any
party in interest,
on or after
fourth
Monday of January
after,
and within
three years from date thereof, or until
tax deed is issued to the county; provides
also as to redemption
after contract
of
sale is entered into the board of county
commissioners, or after transfer
of the
property by county deed).
Montana Rev. Codes 1947, § 84-4132 (redemption of property sold may be made
by owner, or party having interest in or
lien upon such property, within 36 months
from date of purchase, or at any time
prior to giving of notice and application
for a deed).
1. Redemption from tax sales for years
1928 to 1932.
Laws 1935, ch. 85, eff. Jan. 21, extended
the period of redemption
from sales for
delinquent taxes for the years 1928, 1929
and 1930, where the certificate of tax sale
was held by the county, to and including
the first day of April, 1935, and provided
that property sold for delinquent
taxes
for the years 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931 and
1932,where the certificate of sale was held
by the county, might be redeemed at any
time on or prior to April 1, 1935, upon
payment of the amount
of delinquent
taxes for said years with interest thereon
at the rate of two per cent per annum
from the date of each delinquency
and
upon payment
of the delinquent
taxes
·1evied subsequent
to the year 1932, together with two per cent penalty
and
interest at the rate of eight per cent per
annum from the date of each subsequent
delinquency, together with costs.
Laws 1935, ch. 86, eff. Mar. 25, extended
the period of redemption
from sales for
delinquent taxes for the years 1928, 1929
and 1930, where the certificate of tax sale
was held by the county, to and including
the first day of January,
1936, and provided that property
sold for delinquent
taxes for the years 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931
and 1932, where the certificate of sale was
held by the county, might be redeemed
at any time on or prior to January 1, 1936,
upon payment of the amount of delinquent
taxes for said years, with interest thereon
at the rate of two per cent per annum
from the date of each delinquency
and
upon payment
of the delinquent
taxes
levied subsequent
to the year 1932, together with a two per cent penalty and
interest at the rate of eight per cent per ·
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annum from the date
delinqueney,
together

59-10-56
of each subsequent
with costs.

Redemption of property sold to county.
Under 59-10-65, and prior to its amendment, a grantee in a deed to secure indebtedness
owing by grantor to grantee
may redeem land sold to eounty for taxes.
Columbia Trust Co. v. Nielson, 76 U. 129,
131, 287 P. 926.
Under the last sentence of 59-10-65 as
it formerly read, the county is required
to recognize an outstanding
equity, notwithstanding
an auditor's
tax deed has
issued to the county.
Hadlock v. Benjamin Drainage Dist., 89 U. 94, 100, 53 P.
2d 1156, 106 A. L. R. 876.
Where it appeared in action to quiet
title that county took deed to plaintiff's
tax delinquent
property after expiration
of redemption period and sold it to defendant, plaintiff was not entitled to complain
that defendant's
title was defective because a May public sale was not had,
where it appeared plaintiff made no effort
to redeem or make a tender to either the
county or the defendant. Deseret Irr. Co.
v. Bishop, 92 U. 220, 67 P. 2d 210, applying 59-10-65 prior its amendment.
2.

3.

Operation and effect of section.
Taxpayer may have right to redeem as
long as state holds title by paying taxes,
costs, interest, and penalties.
Utah Lead
Co. v. Piute County, 92 U. 1, 65 P. 2d
1190, applying 59-10-65 prior to its amendment.
Section extends
four-year
redemption
period but does not authorize acquisition
of new title during that period by one
who previously had an interest in the property. Home Owners' Loan Corp. v. Stevens, 98 U. 126, 97 P. 2d 744 (Larson, J.,
and Moffat, C. J., dissenting),
followed in
Free v. Farnworth,
105 U. 583, 144 P. 2d
532, and discussed at great length in
Bozievich v. Slechta, 109 U. 373, 166 P.
2d 239, and distinguished,
two judges,
however, dissenting strongly against decision of majority giving county title by
adverse possession.
Court was applying
C. L. 1917, as amended.
4.

Effect of redemption.
Where owner redeemed property from
tax sale, county had no interest in property, so that subsequent
quitclaim deed
from county to third person passed no
title to property.
Sorensen v. Bills, 70 U.
509, 261 P. 450; Bills v. Delta Mercantile
Co., 70 U. 516, 261 P. 452.
Where owner of property within period
allowed for redemption had redeemed property from tax sale, any right that county
had by reason of levy and tax was extinguished
to same extent that its claim
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64, such sale was fatally defective an!
purchasers thereat acquired no title. (fil
U. S. C. A. App. 525.) Day v. Jones, rn
U. 286, 187 P. 2d 181.

would have been had the taxes been paid
prior to delinquent tax sale.
Sorensen
v. Bills, 70 U. 509, 261 P. 450; Bills v.
Delta Mercantile Co., 70 U. 516, 261 P.
452.

5.

Tax title.
Where it appeared in action to quiet
title that county took deed to plaintiff's
tax delinquent property after expiration
of redemption period and sold it to defendant, plaintiff was not entitled to complain that defendant's title was defective
because a May public sale was not had,
where it appeared plaintiff made no effort
to redeem or make a tender to either the
county or the defendant. Deseret Irr. Co.
v. Bishop, 92 U. 220, 67 ,P. 2d 210.
Purchaser of tax title takes subject to
previous
owner's right of redemption.
Duncan v. Hemmelwright, 112 U. 262, 186
P. 2d 965.
6.

Drainage district ta.xes.
Lien of bondholders for drainage district taxes is extinguished
when county
takes title to p1·operty for delinquent
general taxes and purchaser from county
takes title free and clear of such lien.
Hanson v. Burris, 86 U. 424, 46 P. 2d 400,
aff'd 297 U. S. 378, 80 L. Ed. 728, 56 S.
Ct. 511; Gardner v. Dobson, 86 U. 473, 46
P. 2d 422; Millard County v. Millard
County Drainage Dist. No. 1, 86 U. 475,
46 P. 2d 423.
Effect of Federal Soldiers' and Sailors'
Civil Relief Act.
Period of redemption as tolled or extended by Federal Soldiers' and Sailors'
Civil Relief Act as amended in 1942 (50
U. S. C. A. App. 525, 560). Day v. Jones,
112 U. 286, 187 P. 2d 181.
Federal Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act as amended in 1942 tolled period
of redemption under this section on date
that Ja.ndowner was inducted into military
service, so that redemption period did not
expire on March 31 as it ordinarily would
have done.
(50 U. S. C. A. App. 525.)
Day v. Jones, 112 U. 286, 187 P. 2d 181.
Where period of redemption under this
section had been tolled by operation of
Federal Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief
Act as amended in 1942, and consequently
such period of redemption had not expired
at time of tax sale by county under 59-10-

7.

Collateral References.
Taxation®;:;>696.
61 C.J, Taxation § 1700.
Redemption, 51 Am . .Tur. 953, TaxatiQI
§ 1097 et seq.
Constitutionality,
construction, and aP1
plication of statutes providing for partiaa
01· proportional redemption from tax sale
of land, 145 A. L. R. 1328.
Deed from purchaser of tax title to for,
mer owner or lienor as a conveyance of
a new title or a redemption, as regarlji
rights or liens of third persons subordinati
to tax lien, 106 A. L. R. 887.
Erroneous or incomplete information by
public officials, or refusal to give infor!ll&
tion, as excusing taxpayer's failure to redeem within required time, 134 A. L. R,
1299.
One in adverse possession as within class
of persons entitled to redeem from tax
sale, 164 A. L. R. 1285.
Payment of tax or redemption from tax
sale by public officer for benefit of owner,
66 A. L. R. 1035.
Refusal of tender, made under protest,
of amount required for redemption from
tax sale, 142 A. L. R. 1198.
Retroactive
application,
to previollf
sales, of statutes reducing period of re.
deruption from tax sales, as unconstitutional impairment of contract obligations,
147 A. L. R. 1123.
Right after redemption from tax sale or
forfeiture to maintain action for trespass
committed between sale or forfeiture and
redemption, 33 A. L. R. 302.
Right and remedy of mortgagee who for
protection of his security pays taxes on,
or redeems from tax sale of, mortgaged
property, 123 A. L. R. 1248.
Right of person under disability to redeem from tax sale, 65 A. L. R. 582, 159
A. L. R. 1467.
What constitutes
"execution"
of tax
deed beginning or ending period for redemption from tax sale, 166 A. L. R. 853.
Who entitled to rents and profits, or
rental value, during the redemption period
following tax sales, 147 A. L, R. 1084.

59-10-57. By coowners.-vVhen. two or· more parties are interested in
a piece of property which has been sold for taxes, either party may redeem
the property in which he is interested, upon payment of that portion of
the taxes, interest, penalties and costs which his property bears to the
whole, as determined by the board of county commissioners,· together with
the sum of fifty cents for redemption. certificate.
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History: L. 1901, ch. 116, § 1; C. L. 1907,
§2627; L. 1915, ch. 24, § 1; C. L. 1917,
§6024; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943, 80-10-60.
1. Cotenancy.

Under this section, one cotenant or his
grantee cannot set up tax title acquired
by him to defeat title of the other. Colum-

59-10-58

bia Trust Co. v. Nielson, 76 U. 129, 134,
287 P. 926. And see lengthy discussion
of this question in McCready v. Fredei-icksen, 41 U. 388, 126 P. 316.
Collateral References.
TaxationP697(4).
61 C..J. Taxation § 1691.

59-10-58. Redemption-Tax
subsequently assessed must be paidException.-In case property is sold to the county and is subsequently
assessed,no person shall be permitted to redeem from such sale without
paying also the amount of such subsequent assessment, interest, penalty
and costs except as hereinafter provided.
In cases where application is
madeby any person interested therein to the board of county commissioners
for an adjustment of taxes levied against property assessed by the county
assessor, a sum less than the full amount due may be accepted, where,
in the judgment of the board of county commissioners, the best human
interests and the interests of the state and the county are thereby subserved. In cases where application is made by any person interested
therein to the state tax commission for an adjustment of taxes levied
against property assessed by it, a sum less than the full amount due
may be accepted, where, in the judgment of the state tax commission,
the best human interests and the interests of the state and the county
are thereby subserved.
Where such application is made, the applicant shall submit a statement,
setting forth the following:
(a) description of the property; (b) assessed
valuation thereof for the current year; ( c) the amount of delinquent taxes,
interest and penalties; and ( d) the amount proposed to be paid in settlement; and such other information as the county commissioners may require.
Blank forms for such application shall be prepared by the state tax
commission.
Within ten days after the consummation of any adjustment, the board
of county commissioners or the state tax commission, as the case may be,
shall cause the same to be posted in the county where the property involved
is situated.
Such publication shall contain the name of the applicant;
the book, page and line of the assessment book for the current year wherein
the property involved is described; the assessed valuation of the property
for the current year; the sum of the delinquent taxes, interest and penalty
due, and the adjusted amount paid. A record of the action taken by the
board of county commissioners shall be sent to the state tax commission
at the end of each month for all action taken during the preceding month
on forms to be provided by the state tax commission. A record of the
action taken by the state tax commission shall be sent to the boards of
county commissioners of the counties affected by such action.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2653;
L. 1911, ch. 114, § 1; 1915, ch. 24, § 1; C.
L. 1917, § 6054; L. 1931 , ch. 53 , § 1 ; R. S.
1938, 80-10-61; L. 1935, ch. 87, § 1; C. 1943,
80-10-61.
Compiler's Note.
The 1935 amendment

rewrote

first para-

graph, and added second and third paragraphs.
1. Purchase of property by county.
Under prior statutes,
.since amended,
if it appeared from auditor's
tax deed
that at delinquent tax sale the county was
a competitive
bidder and voluntary pur-
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e,haser, such deed was void on its face.
Fisher v. Davis, 77 U. 81, 291 P. 493.
2.

Acceptance by tax authortties
of less
than due.
Accepting Jess than amount due under
this section is within discretion of county
commissioners and state tax commission,
and they cannot be held personally liable
for mistake in exercising such judgment
in absence of fraud, bad faith, or collusion.
Logan City v. Allen, 86 U. 375, 44 P. 2d
1085.
3.

Compromise and settlement of taxes.
Where, in order to avoid expense of
further
litigation,
state tax commission
approved
offer of hospital
corporation,
which attempted
to change its character
to that of a charitable
institution,
to
settle taxes, commission acted in good
faith regardless of whether it was correct
in its decision.
Logan City v, Allen, 86
U. 375, 44 P. 2d 1085.
Where hospital corporation brought injunction suit against sale of property fo1
delinquent taxes, and thereafter
dismissed
suit and settled taxes with board of county
commissioners, which settlement
was approved by state tax commission, commission and commissioners were not liable,
in absence of bad faith, for difference
between
amount settled for and total

amount due when injunction
was tiled,
whfoh included interest and penalties, since
under this section they had power to
enter into such compromise even thoug~
property had not been sold. Logan City
v. Allen, 86 U. 375, 44 P. 2d 1085.
In action by city against county com,
missioners and state tax commission for
damages because of invalid settlemenl
under this section, even if it were as•
sumed that settlement was void, city could
not recover in absence of allegations that
it had exhausted its remedy for collection,
sucli as sale by treasurer and foreclosure
of lien by county commissioners.
Logan
City v. Allen, 86 U. 375, 44 P. 2d 1085,
4.

Right of county to sell.
After redemption pe1·iod has expired and
after the holding of the May sale, the
county is vested with title to the property,
ancl has the right to sell at private or
public sale to a third party, not a redemptioner, without exacting the full amount
of taxes, penalties, cost of sale, and fo.
.terest, and without the consent of the
state tax commission under the statutes
existing in 1931. Ric.hards v. State TaI
Comm., 92 U. 503, 69 P. 2d 515.
Collateral References.
'l'axation~709(1).
61 C.J. Taxation § 1754.

59-10-59. Certificate of redemption.-When any property is redeemed,
the county treasurer shall make the proper entry in the record of tax sales
filed in his office and issue a certificate of redemption, which entry or such
certificate of the fact of the redemption properly certified by the treasurer
is prima facie evidence of such redemption, and may be recorded in the
office of the county recorder without acknowledgment.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2628;
C. L. 1917, § 6025; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-62.

Collatera.l. Ref er enc es.
'raxation~713.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1765.

59-10-60. Report of tax-sale record-Audit of treasurer's accounts,
settlement.-The treasurer shall each year upon completion of the tax sale
record notify the auditor thereof and shall also certify to him a record of
the delinquent tax for the previous year upon all property not sold because
it is still held by the county under preliminary sale for the delinquent
taxes for some preceding year. Each item of such record shall refer to
the year of original sale aud to the book, page and line, or property serial
number of the entry in the original tax sale record to which such item
relates.
The auditor shall thereupon audit the books and records of the treasurer
and shall have a final settlement with him. In making such settlement
he shall credit the treasurer upon the account provided for in section
59-8-8 with the amount of taxes for the previous year which are found to
be still unpaid and shall then charge the treasurer upon the books of the
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county in an account which shall be called the delinquent tax control
account with the full amount of delinquent taxes, penalty and costs found
due the county for. the previous year.
History: L. 1899, ch. 76, §§ 1, 2; C. L.
1907,§§ 2628x, 2628xl; C. L. 1917, §§ 6026,
6027; R. S. 1933, 80-10-63; L. 1939, ch,
101,§ 1; C. 1943, 80-10-63.

Compiler'sNotes.
The 1939 amendment added second sentence of first paragraph.

The rnference in this section to "section
59-8-8" appeared in Code 1943 as "section
80-8-8."
Collateral References.
Taxation<§;::::>684(1).
61 C.J. Taxation § 1644.

59-10-61. Daily sta.tement of accounts-Quarterly audits.-The county
treasurer shall transmit daily to the county auditor a statement of the
amount of money received by him during· the preceding business day on
account of redemptions of property, or redemptions made, or private sales
made under the provisions of section 59-10-37. The statement shall set
out in separate columns the number of redemption certificate or the receipt
issued on private sale or on account for redemption, the amount received
for taxes, penalty and costs accrued to the date of the making of the tax
sale record, the amount received for costs subsequently accruing, and the
amount received as interest accrued.
The statement shall be certified by
the treasurer under his seal to be true and correct.
The auditor shall
thereupon credit the treasurer upon the books of the county with the
~mount of the items which were charged to the treasurer under the provisions of section 59-10-60.
Upon the first Monday in each of the months of January, April, July
and October the county auditor shall audit the treasurer's tax sale records
and the treasurer shall account to the auditor for all moneys due the
county by reason of any such redemptions or payments on account for
redemption or private sale made including interest as required by law.
Upon the audit made on the first Monday in April, the auditor shall
credit the treasurer upon the books of the county with the sums charged
against him for delinquent taxes, penalties and costs charged against all
real estate upon which the period of redemption expired on March thirtyfirst preceding and which is not redeemed or sold at private sale.
History: L. 1899, ch. 76, § 3; C. L. 1907,
§ 2628x2; C. L. 1917, § 6028; R. S. 1933,
80-10-64; L. 1939, ch. 101, § 1; C. 1943,
80-10-64.

The references
in this section to "section 59-10-37" and "section 59-10-60'' appeared in Code 1943 as "seetion 80-10-36"
and "section 80-10-63" respectively.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1939 amendment
entire section.

Collateral References.
•raxation<§;::::>684(1).
61 C.J. Taxation § 1644.

rewrote

text

of

59-10-62. When no redemption made - Auditor's deed - Tax-sale
record.-If any property sold and assigned as provided in section 59-10-37
iR not redeemed witf(in the time and in the manner aforesaid, on presentation of the county auditor's assignment of the interest of the county in
such property, the county auditor shall make out a deed conveying the
property therein described to the purchaser, his heirs or assigns, as the
<•.asem·ay be. If any person shall be entitled to receive deeds for more
than one parcel of property, he may have the whole included in one deed,
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but each parcel shall be separately described. If any property sold to the
county and not assigned is not redeemed within the time and in the manner
aforesaid, the county treasurer shall immediately upon the expiration of
the period of redemption, file the tax-sale record for the year of original
sale with the county auditor.
History:

R.

S. 1898

& C. L.

1907,

§§ 2629, 2654; L. 1911, ch. 114, § 1; 1915,
ch. 24, § 1; C. L. 1917, §§ 6030, 6055; R.
S. 1933, 80-10-66; L. 1939, ch. 101, § 1; C.
1943, 80-10-66.

Compiler's Notes.
The
1939 amendment
made
minor
changes in phraseology, and deleted last
two sentences.
The reference in this section to "section
59-10-37" appeared in Code 1943 as "section 80-10-36."
Former section 80-10-65, Code 1943, was
repealed by Laws 1939, ch. 101, § 2.
Comparable Provision.
Montana Rev. Codes 1947, § 84-4137 (if
the property
is not redeemed,
county
treasurer must make to purchaser or his
assignee a deed of the property).

Tax deed, generally.
Under this section a tax deed which
calls for 80 acres, while the levy, assessment, sale and certificate of sale covered
120 acres, is void, as the land described
in the deed is not in faet the property
that was advertised and sold, and differs
from that described
in the assessment
roll. Olsen v. Bagley, 10 U. 492, 37 P.
739, re-affirmed in Eastman v. Gurrey, 15
U. 410, 419, 49 P. 310, applying 1 Comp.
Laws 1888, § 2034, which is identical with
present section in so far as this point is
concerned.
While we have no statute prescribing
the form of a tax deed, yet for that reason
statements
in such a deed showing an
illegal or void sale, or that the deed was
improperly
issued, and which are made
in connection with and concerning recitals
required to be stated, cannot be disregarded, and the deed treated as valid.
Wall v. Kaighn, 45 U. 244, 144 P. 1100,
followed in Thompson v. Taylor, 61 U. 164,
211 P. 696.
Under this section, one claiming and
asserting a tax title against owner must
allege and show that each step required
by law to subject property to taxation,
and to constitute a valid tax sale of it
for taxes, has been complied with.
A
plea setting up a tax deed, but not referring to recitals of tax deed itself, or
attaching deed, is insufficient as a plea of
tax title. Bean v. Fairbanks,
46 U. 513,
151 P. 338,
1.

This section does little more than re•
quire that the tax deed shall substantiallx,
conform to the requirements
of the stat4
ute. Hatch v. Edwards, 72 U. 113, 269
P. 138.
By virtue of 73-7-1, this section applies
to deed issued pursuant to a sale for delinquent
taxes assessed and levied for
general purposes of an irrigation district.
Hatch v. Edwards, 72 U. 113, 125, 269 P.
138.
Quitclaim deed from county, issued prio
to effective date of 1939 amendment to1
this section, and specifically reciting tha~
it was issued
pursuant
to authorit)l
granted by 59-10-64, is not prima facie evidence that all proceedings subsequent to
issuance of certificate of sale were regular.
"There is no statute giving it this
effect."
The 1939 amendment to 59-10-64
authorized the issuance of a new form of
tax deed and made this new tax deed
prima facie evidence of the regularity of
all proceedings
subsequent
to the preliminary sale. Anson v. Ellison, 104 U.
576, 140 P. 2d 653.
Counties do not warrant tax title~, and
purchaser of such title takes subject to
previous owner's right of redemption and
to any defect or infirmity in procedure
through which county acquired its inter•
est.
Duncan v. Hemmelwright,
112 u;
262, 186 P. 2d 965.
2. - recitals in deed.
The tax deed, to be good, must recite
enough of the previous proceedings t.o
show authority
to sell the land and to
make the deed. Wall v. Kaighn, 45 U. 244,
144 P. 1100.
The county auditor's deed must show a
compliance with the law by its recitals.
Wall v. Kaighn, 45 U. 244, 144 P. 1100.
Formerly recitals in deed showing that
eounty was a competitive
bidder and a
voluntary purchaser rendered deed void on
its face; nor was recital of name of pur·
chaser unnecessary and to be disregarded.
It was essential to recite in the deed the
name of the purchaser.
Wall v. Kaighn,
45 U. 244, 144 P. 1100, applying Comp.
Laws 1907, § 2629, followed in Lawrenc~
v. Murphy, 45 U. 572, 575, 147 P. 903.
Tax· deed issued under former statute
was void where recitations in deed made
it appear that county was bidder at the
auction and paid the taxes in that capacity. Thompson v. Taylor, 61 U. 1641 211
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244,144 P. 1100.

45 U.

3. - to holders of certificate of sale.

Under this section it is the duty of the
cquntyauditor to _issue a tax deed to the
holderof the certificate of sale upon the
expiration of the period of redemption.
Millard County Drainage Dist. No. 3 v.
Melville,62 U. 6, 217 P. 965, as followed in
NewsAdvocate Pub. Co. v. Carbon County,
72 U. 88, 94, 269 P. 129.
Under this section, assignee of certificate uf sale for lands sold as delinquent
for nonpayment of taxes asse~se_d 9:nd
levied for general purposes of ungat1on
district is presumed
to be lienholder.
Hatch v. Edwards, 72 U. 113, 269 P. 138.
Certificates of sale substantially
in the
form prescribed by Laws 1921, ch. 139, are
sufficient. Therefore, recitals therein that
property was offered at public auction,
and that as nobody bid therefor it was
sold to the county, do not invalidate the
proceedings. Hatch v. Edwards, 72 U. 113,
269P. ,138.
4. - estoppel to assert invalidity.
Where there was no showing that county
made any representations
or that plaintiff
relied upon any representations
of county
in purchasing tax deed, county and its
successors in interest were not es topped
from denying validity of that deed in suit
to quiet title. Duncan v. Hemmelwright,
112 U. 262, 186 P. 2d 965.

5. Effect of deed on lien.
Lien of tax is extinguished by auditor's
tax deP.d to county.
Soderberg v. Holt,
86 U. 485, 46 P. 2d 428, 99 A. L. R. 1041.
6. Effect of auditor's deed.
The effect of the auditor's deed is to
vest title in the county, which can be
regained from county only by a redemption
before a valid_ sale, or by a purchase thereafter. 1'he result of this is that county

59-10-63
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is proper party to suit to quiet title to
premises; disclaimer by county does not
transfer
title.
American Mut. Bldg. &
Loan Co. v. Jones, 102 U. 318, 117 P. 2d
293.

Collateral References.
Holder of invalid tax title as within
Occupying Claimant's Act, 44 A. L. R. 479.
Marketability
of title derived from or
through tax proceedings, 115 A. L. R. 140.
Measure of recovery for improvements
made by purchaser of invalid tax title, 129
A. L. R. 1354.
Necessity and sufficiency of statement
in notice of application for tax deed, or
notice to redeem from tax sale, as regards
time for redemption, 82 A. L. R. 502.
Necessity of recording tax deed to protect title as against interest derived from
former owner, 65 A. L. R. 1015.
Right of holder of tax title or certificate
of sale to reimbursement
by taxing authorities
where tax sale proves invalid,
116 A. L. R. 1408.
Right of mortgagee or other lienor to
acquire and hold tax title in his own right
as against persons owning other interests
in or liens upon property, 140 A. L. R. 294.
Rights and remedies of purchaser at tax
sale as .affected by delay in payment of
bid, 104 A. L. R. 823.
Tax deeds and recitals therein as evidence of regulaYity of tax proceedings as
to advertising
and notice of sale, and as
to time, manner, and place of sale, 88 A.
L. R. 264.
Tax title as affected by fact that tax
had been paid before sale, 26 A. L. R.
622.
What informalities,
irregularities
or defects in respect to execution of a tax deed
prevent running of statute of limitations
or period of adverse possession, 113 A. L.
R. 1343.
Who entitled to notice necessary to perfect tax title, 54 A. L. R. 756.

59-10-63. Fees for issuing deeds.-The county auditor shall. make and
keep on file in his office a record of all tax deeds issued, and shall collect
$2 for each deed issued, and pay the same into the county treasury.
The
acknowledgment of all such deeds shall be taken by the county recorder,
or other county officer authorized to take acknowledgments, free of charge.
No charge shall be made by the county auditor for the making of any such
deed where the county is the grantee.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2630;
C. L. 1917, § 6031; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10·67.

Cross-Reference.
Fees of county

auditor,

Collateral References.
Taxation~745.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1864.
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59-10-64. Sales by county.-Upon
receiving the tax-sale record front
the county treasurer, the county aud1tor shall immediately advertise for
sale during the month of May all real estate sold to the county at pre,
liminary sale and not previously redeemed or sold at private sale as pro.
vided in section 59-10-37 and upon which the period of redemption expire~
upon March thirty-first next preceding.
Notice of sale shall be published in a newspaper published in the count3
and having general circulation therein, four times, once in each of four
successive weeks immediately preceding the. date of sale, or if no such
newspaper is published in the county, by posting such notice in five publi~
places in the county, as determined by the auditor, at least twenty-five and
no more than thirty days prior to the date of sale.
(2) The notice shall be in substantially the following form:
NOTICE

OF FINAL

TAX SALE

Notice is hereby given that on the ................ day of May, 19............, at
............ o'clock ........ m., at the front door of the county court house in
·············•·····•·················i•···············county, Utah, I will offer for sale at pubfo
auction and sell to the highest bidder for cash, pursuant to the provisions
of section 59-10-64, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended, the followin~
described real estate situate in said county and now held by it under
preliminary tax sale. No bid for less than the total amount of taxes,
interest, penalty and costs which are a charge upon such real estate will
be accepted.
(Here describe the real estate)
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and official
seal this ................ day of .................................. :···;····'.·•·····..-_-···············,19..........
_11

······--·'
.................
,"...
·...
··········
~!,
County Auditor

·•··········--············-······ ••··••·····•····..............................

County
(3) In describing such real estate location of any tract or parcel of
land within a section, survey, plat or other subdivision of land may be
indicated by grouping the particular descriptions of such tracts or parcels
under headings designating the section, survey, plat or other subdivision~
in which such tracts or parcels are included.
( 4) At the time specified in the notice the auditor shall attend at the
place appointed and offer for sale and sell all such real estate for which
an acceptable bid is made; provided, that in cases where the descriptiolt
of such real estate is so defective as to convey no title, such real estate
shall not be so offered. In crying the sale it shall not be necessary to
cry each tract or parcel i;ernn·atelv but the auditor may post at the place
of sale a copy of the published list of real estate to be offered and cry
the sale by reference thereto.
The :first bid received in an amount suffi.
cient to pay the taxes, penalties, interest and costs, including all taxes
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assessedsubsequently to the date of the preliminary sale shall be accepted
nnless a further bid in an amount sufficient to pay said taxes, penalties,
iuterest and costs, for less than the entire parcel shall be received and the
highestbid shall be construed to mean the bid of that bidder who will pay
in cash the full amount of the taxes, penalties, interest and costs for the
smallestportion of the entire parcel. In the event the bid accepted is for
lessthan the entire parcel, the auditor shall note the fact, with a description
of the property covered by the bid, upon the tax sale record and the
balanceof the parcel not affected by said bid shall be deemed to have been
redeemed by the owner thereof.
(5) 'l'he county auditor is authorized in the name of the county to
execute deeds conveying in fee simple all property sold at said public
,ale to the purchaser and to attest the same with his seal. Deeds issued
by the county auditor in pursuance of this section or of section 59-10-61
shall recite the total amount of all the delinquent taxes, penalties, interest
and costs which were paid in for the execution and delivery of the deed,
the year for which the property was assessed and sold to the county at
preliminary sale, a full description of the property and the name of the
grantee, and when executed and delivered by the auditor shall be prima
facie evidence of all proceedings subsequent to the preliminary sale and of
the conveyance of the property to the grantee in fee simple. A copy of
deeds issued by the county auditor in pursuance of this section and section
59.10-61shall be promptly sent to the state land board.
The deed may be substantially in the following forin:

TAX DEED
..................................:............. County, a body corporate and (politic] of the
State of Utah, grantor, hereby conveys to ............. ,.................... , grantee, of
.................................... the following described real estate in ............................. .
County, Utah:
(Here describe the property conveyed)
This conveyance is made in consideration of payment by the grantee
of the sum of $................
delinquent taxes, penalties, interest and costs
constituting a charge against said real estate, which was sold to said county
at preliminary sale for nonpayment of general taxes assessed against it
for the year 19 ........ in the sum of $............,..., Dated this ............ day of
····································, 19 ........ .
(Auditor's Seal)
County ............................................... .
By ... ·..................................... .
County Auditor.
(6) Any property offered for sale as aforesaid and for which there
is no purchaser shall be struck off to the county by the county auditor,
who shall publicly declare substantially
as follows: "All property here
offered for sale and which has not been struck off to a private purchaser
is hereby struck off and sold to the county of .............................. (naming the
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county), and I hereby declare the fee simple title of said property to be
vested in said county."
The county auditor shall thereupon make an
endorsement opposite each of the entries in the tax sale record showilJi
the preliminary sale of said property for delinquent taxes, substantia!I
as follows: "The fee simple title to the property described in this entry
was on the ...................... day of May, 19 ............ , sold and conveyed to the
county of .................................... in payment of general taxes charged agaim
the same," and shall sign his name thereto.
The fee simple title to said
property shall thereupon vest in the county.
The auditor shall then
deposit said tax sale record with the county re.corder and the book shall
thereupon become a part of the official records of the recorder and shall
. be deemed to. have been recorded by him. The recorder shall thereupog
make the necessary entries in his indexes, abstract record, and plat book
showing the conveyance of all property so sold and conveyed to the county.
(7) A copy of the record of the tax sale and a copy of the auditor's
endorsement made thereon, duly certified by the recorder under the seal
of his office, shall be prima facie evidence in all courts of the conveyan~
to the county in a fee simple of the property therein described and of the
regularity of all proceedings preliminary thereto.
(8) All property for which there is no purchaser at the sale heretofore
provided for. in this section may be disposed of by the board of county
commissioners at any time thereafter
at either public or private sale, for
such price and upon such terms as the said ·board may determine; provide~
however, that the buyer shall pay at least twenty per cent cash at the time
of purchase and the balance on or before four years in annual or more
frequent installments, together with interest on unpaid balances at six per
cent per annum payable with each installment. The equity of the purchaser
shall be subject to taxation as other tangible property.
If there is no purchaser of said property as mentioned in subsections
(1) to (7) of this section, the board of county commissioners may rent
or lease any and all property held in the name of the county at any time
thereafter for such price and such terms as the said board may determine1
for farming, grazing, mining, or drilling purposes; provided, lands leased
for this purpose may be sold at the discretion of the board of county
commissioners during the term of the lease, but any such sale shall be
made subject to such lease, and such lease shall be for such term as the
board of county commissioners shall deem to be for the best interest of
the county, and, for minernl, asphalt and oil and gas leases, may be for
such primary term as the board of county commissioners shall deem to
be for the best interest of the county, and as long thereafter as such
mineral, asphalt, oil or gas is produced from or attributable
to the lands
leased. Each lease for oil and gas shall reserve a royalty of not less than
twelve and one-half per cent (12½%).
When deemed in the best interests
of the county, the county commissioners may enter into agreements for
the pooling or unitizing of acreage with others for unit operations for the
production of oil or gas, or both, and for the apportionment
of oil or gas
royalties, or both, on an acreage or other equitable basis, and may, with
the consent of its lessee, change any and all terms of leases issued by it,
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to facilitate the efficient and economic production of oil and gas from the
lands under their jurisdiction.
All leases for mineral or asphalt, or oil
and gas heretofore entered into by boards of county commissioners are
hereby ratified.
All money received upon the sale of property made pursuant to the
terms of this section shall be paid into the county treasury, and the
treasurer must settle for the same as in the case of money received for
redemption. Money received as rents and installments of purchase price
shallbe apportioned to state and other taxing units interested in the taxes
last levied upon said property in proportion to their respective interests
in said taxes. Money received as rents from the rental or leasing of
property held in the name of the county shall first be applied to the cost
of administering and supervising the said property.
The treasurer must
on funds remaining settle with the taxing units as in the case of mo.ney
received for redemption.
The county clerk is authorized to execute deeds
for all property sold pursuant to this subsection in the name of the county
and attest the same by his seal, vesting in the purchaser all of the title of
all taxing [units] or districts in the real estate so sold.
History: R. S. 1898, § 2655; L. 1905,
ch, 76, § l; 1907, ch. 49, § 1; C. L. 1907,
§2655; L. 1911, ch. 114, § 1; C. L. 1917,
§6056; L. 1921, ch. 140, § 1; R. S. 1933,
80-10-68;L. 1933, ch. 62, § 1; 1939, ch. 101,
§ 1; C. 1943, 80-10-68; L. 1949, ch, 82, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The several amendments enumerated in
the history line .completely rewrote text
as it appeared in original enactment.
The bracketed
words
"politic"
and
"units" were inserted by the compiler to
correct apparent
errors.
The references in this section to "section 59-10-37," "section
59-10-64, Utah
CodeAnnotated 1953" and "section 59-1061" appeared in Code 1943 as "Section 8010-36," "Section 80-10-68, Revised Statutes
of Utah, 1933" and "Section 59-10-66" respectively.
1, Compliance with section.
This case affords a good example of the
vital necessity of strictly complying with
tax laws, but that if county acts in accordance with this section, it may gain
title by adverse
possession
just as a
private individual
may.
Bozievich
v.
Slechta, 109 U. 373, 166 P. 2d 239, reviewing and distinguishing
prior Utah cases.
2. Repurchase before May 15, 1937.
Section 2 of Laws 1937, ch. 107, eff, Mar.
20, entitled an act to reduce the amount
required for the redemption
of property
sold for taxes for the years 1928 to 1934
inclusive, section 3 of which provided ,that
the provisions thereof should expire on
January 1, 1938, provided that in those
cases where the period of redemption had

expired but the property had not yet been
sold at the sale as provided in the first
paragraph of section 59-10-64, as amended
by· Laws 1933, ch. 62, the :former owner, or
any person interested
therein, might repurchase the property upon the same terms
as redemption was permitted by section 1
thereof, at any time before May 15, 1937,
and further
provided
that the former
owner should have the prior right to repurchase and if any interested persons repurchased the property, the rights so acquired should not be in derogation of the
rights of either the owner or any other
interested person.
3.

Expiration of period of redemption.
One of requisites of valid tax sale by
county under this section is that period
of redemption has expired. Day v. Jones,
112 U. 286; 187 P. 2d 181.
Where
period
of redemption
under
59-10-56 had been tolled by operation of
Federal Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act as amended in 1942, and consequently such period of redemption
had
not expired at time of tax sale by county
under this section, such sale was fatally
defective and purchasers thereat acquired
no title.
(50 U. S. C. A. App. 525.) Day
v. Jones, 112 U. 286, 187 P. 2d 181.

Notice.
Notice first published only 22 days before date of sale after four weekly publications, held msufficie::it compliance with
the statute which requires 28 days l)efore
valid. sale, and sale therefore was void.
Home Owners' Loan Corp. v. Stevens, 98
U. 126, 97 P. 2d 744 (Larson, J., and
Moffat, C. J., dissenting), distinguished in
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Bozievich v. Slechta, 109 U. 373, 166 P.
2d 239, on the ground that. it did not
involve assertion of title by adverse possession.
Sale held 22 days after first publication
of notice was void, and until valid May
sale transferee had right to redeem. Peterson v. Weber County, 99 U. 281, 103 P.
2d 652.
Under this section as it read prior to
1939 amendment,
prescribing
that notice
of the May sale shall be given once a
week for four consecutive
weeks, and
that a period of 28 days must pass between· date of first publication
and date
of sale, and that failure
of county to
publish notice of such sale as prescribed
rendered
sale void, it was held that
where first notice was published last day
of April, 1936, and sale took place on
May 27, 1936, sale was void and carried
no title, because there were only 26 days
between day of first publication
and day
on which sale was made. Curley v. Mills,
104 U. 303, 139 P. 2d 882.
5.

Private sales.
Where May sale was invalid, a private
sale by the county would be void, and
period of redemption would be extended
until a valid May sale was held. Bozievich v. Slechta, 109 U. 373, 166 P. 2d 239,
distinguishing
Rome Owners' Loan Corp.
v. Stevens, 98 U. 126, 97 P. 2d 744, on
this ground.

6. Property

belonging to county.

Property acquired by county under tax
sale is property
"belonging
to county"
which cannot be dealt in for private gain
by county officers within meaning of 175-10. Engle v. District Court of Carbo~
County, 96 U. 245, 85 P. 2d 627.

7.

Effect of auditor's

deed to county.

The auditor's deed executed under authority of this section gives the county
such title to property that county must
be made party to suit to quiet title
thereto, and county by disclaiming
any
interest in the premises does not transfer title to plaintiff; title does not lie in
plaintiff
until it has been regained by
him either by a redemption before a valid
sale, or by purchase thereafter.
American
Mut. Bldg. & Loan Co. v. Jones, 102 U.
318, 117 P. 2d 293, rehearing denied 102
U. 328, 133 P. 2d 332, Mr. Chief Justice
Wolfe dissenting.
Irrigation Law.
This section is not to be read into Irrigation
Law, not,vithstanding
73-7-21.
News Advocate Pub. Co. v. Carbon County,
72 U. 88, 93, 269 P. 129.
8.
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This section not only does not conf!II
authority
upon a county to sell properlt
which bas been acquired by an irrigalioJ
district
for delinquent
taxes, but suel
authority
is vested in board of directoll
of such district if such property is not
needed for the uses of the district. Newi
Advocate Pub. Co_. v. Carbon County,I
U. 88, 269 P. 129, applying Laws 19\1
ch. 68, §§ 11, 12, 21, as amended by Law1
1923, ch. 9.
9.

Drainage laws.
Lien of bondholders
for drainage diatrict taxes is extinguished
when coun\1
takes title to property
for delinquel(I
general taxes and purchaser from coun~
takes title free and clear of such lie~
Ranson v. Burris, 86 U. 424, 46 P. 2d 400
aff'd 297 U. S. 378, 80 L. Ed. 728,
56]
Ct. 511; Gardner v. Dobson, 86 U. 4731
P. 2d 422; Millard
County v. Mill
County Drainage Dist. No. 1, 86 U. 475,
46 P. 2d 423.
10.

Operation and effect of quitclaim
deed.
Quitclaim
deed from county, issued
prior to effective date of 1939 amend•
ment to 59-10-62 and specifically recitinl
that it was issued pursuant to authorittl
granted
by this section, is not prima
facie evidence that all proceedings subsequent to issuance of certificate of sale
were regular. "There is no statute giving it this effect." The 1939 amendment
to this section authorized
the issuance
of a new form of tax deed and made thi!
new tax deed prima facie evidence of
the regularity
of all proceedings subsequent to the preliminary
sale. Anson v,
Ellison, 104 U. 576, 140 P. 2d 653.
11. Effect of lease by C0'llllty.
Where no purchaser
is found at May
sale, and county places its tenants in pos•
session, and county thought it had complied with all provisions relating to tax
sales, which would have vested title in
county, it was held that county under circumstances intended to assert ownership
to the property
by placing its tenants
in possession, and did not recognize any
right of redemption in the original owner.
Accordingly,
possession
of the county
through its tenants was held to be adverse, and not in subordination
to the
rights of the legal owner; nor did the invalidity
of the tax proceedings extend
the period of redemption.
Bozievich v,
Slechta, 109 U. 373, 166 P. 2d 239, dis•
tinguishing
Salt Lake Investment Co. v.
Fox, 32 U. 301, 90 P. 564, 13 L. R. A.
(N. S.) 627, 125 Am. St. Rep. 865, and
Rome Owners' Loan Corp. v. Stevena, 98
U. 126, 97 P. 2d 744, and applying § 6056
1
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C.L. 1917, as amended by ch. 140, SessionLaws of Utah, 1921.

Sale of land for nonpayment
of taxes,
51 Am. J"ur. 893, Taxation § 1022 et seq.

CollateralReferences.
TaxationP678.
61 C.J. Taxation § 1601.

Who are entitled to notice, or are necessary parties, in order to perfect tax title,
169 A. L. R. 686.

59-10-65. Purchaser of invalid tax title-Purchaser's lien-Extent of
lien-Priority of lien-Foreclosure of lien.-Every
person who has purchasedor shall hereafter purchase any invalid tax title to any real property
inthis state shall from the effective date of this act have a lien against such
property for the recovery of the amount of the purchase price paid to the
eountytherefor to the extent that the county would have a lien prior to
tl1esale by the county; but in no event shall the lien be greater than the
amount of taxes, interest, and penalties, or the amount actually paid
,vhichever is smaller; provided however, taxes paid by the purchaser for
subsequent years after the purchase from the county shall be included in
the amount secured by said lien, which has not already been recovered.
Suchlien shall have the same priority against such property as the lien
for the delinquent taxes which were liquidated by such purchase except
that it shall not have preference ove,· any right, title or interest in or lien
against such property acquired since the purchase of such tax title and
prior to the effective date of this section for value and without notice and
suchlien shall bear interest at the legal rate for a period of not to exceed
four years. Such lien shall be foreclosed in any action wherein the
invalidity of such tax title is determined.
If such lien is not foreclosed
at the time of the determination
of the invalidity of such tax title, any
later action to foreclose such lien shall be forever [barred], provided that
where such determination
was made prior to the effective date of this
section such action may be commenced at any time within one year after
such effective date.
History: C. 1943, 80-10-68.1, enacted by
L. 1951, ch. 96, § 1.
Compiler's Note.
The bracketed
word "barred"
serted by the compiler to correct
in spelling.
Title of Act.
An act providing that
tax deed p1·operty from

was inan error

the purchaser of
the county shall

have a lien against the property so purchased for the recovery of the purchase
price so paid for interest and subsequent
taxes paid by the purchaser thereon and
providing for time within which suc.h lien
may be foreclosed, to be known as Section
80-10-68.1.

Collateral References.
Taxatione=o826.
61 C.J". Taxation § 2075.

ARTICLE 12
APPORTIONMENT
Section 59-10-66.
59-10-67.

To taxing units by county treasurer.
Apportionment
of redemption moneys.

59-10-66. To trucing units by county treasurer.-It is the duty of the
county treasurer to pay to the treasurer of each city, town, school district
1,nd other taxing unit in the county, on the first day of each month, all
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moneys in his hands collected for and due such city, town, school or othel
taxing unit. 'l'he county treasurer shall pay to the treasurer of each cilyj
town, school district or other taxing unit their proportionate share ol
delinquent taxes, interest, penalty and costs on all tax sales and redemJI
tions therefrom, monthly, and shall make a final settlement with the
different taxing units on the last day of March of each year. The cityt
town, school district or other taxing-unit. treasurer shall give the counl\1
treasurer duplicate receipts for each payment, and the county treasurt
shall give one to the city auditor, city recorder, town clerk, 0r clerk of
the board of education or like officer of other taxing units, as the case
may be, and the other shall be an acquittance to such county treasnr@'I
in settling with the county auditor to the extent of the payment shown.
History: R. S. 1898, § 2693; L. 1903, ch.
132, § 1; C. L. 19()17, § 2693; C. L. 1917,
§ 6107; L. 1923, ch. 22, § 1; R. S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 80°10-69.
1.

Action by school district.
If collector fails to pay over taxes due

to a school district,
sue for it. Walton
27 P. 580.

trustees thereof mar
v. Jones, 7 U. 462,

Collateral References.
Taxation~906¾.
61 C.J. Taxation § 2303.

59-10-67. Ap.portionment of redemption moneys.-Whenever
propertt
1wld to the county pursuant to the provisions of this title is redeem~
or the certificate of sale is assigned as therein provided, the moneyj
received on account of such redemption or assignment must be distribut~
as follows:
The original and. subsequent taxes, and forty per cent of
interest, penalty and costs of sale received must be apportioned to the
state, county, city, town, school district and other taxing districts interest.
ed, in the proportion of their respective taxes, and the balance must be pai~
to the county; provided, that in all cases where a sum less than the taxe11i
interest, penalty and costs is accepted in settlement, the proceeds of such
settlement shall be applied, first to the payment of the original and
subsequent taxes, and the remainder, if any, to the payment of interes1
penalty and costs. The county treasurer must keep an accurate accoun\
of all moneys paid in redemption of property sold to the county and for
assignments of certificates of sale thereof, and must, on the first Monday
of March of each year, or at such other times as the state auditor may
direct, make a detailed report, verified by his affidavit, of each account
year for year, to the state auditor, in such form as the state auditor may
desire.
History: C. L. 1917, § 6055; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 80-10-70.

cross-Reference.
Schools to receive proportion
of d~Iinquent taxes paid as fast as collected,
53-7-14.

Collateral References.
Taxation<g::::::,906¾,.
61 C.J. Taxation § 2303.

ARTICLE 13
SETTLEMENT
Section

59-10-68.
59-10-69.

WITH

Duty of county treasurer.
Delict of county treasurer-Penalty.
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59-10-70. Duty of county auditor-Report
to state auditor.
59-10-71. State and county treasurer to receive duplicate copies.
59-10-72. Delict of county auditor-Penalty.

69-10-68. Duty of county treasurer.-The treasurers of the respective
countiesmust at any time, upon the order of the state auditor and state
treasurer, settle with the state auditor and pay over to the state treasurer
allmoneys in their possession belonging to the state, and must, without
suchorder, settle and pay over tbe moneys on the first Monday of January,
April,October, November and December in each year.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2663;
C. L. 1917, § 6064; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-71.

Collateral References.
Taxatione::o912.
61 C.J. Taxation § 2303.

69-10-69. Delict of county treasurer-Penalty.-Every
county treasurer
whoneglects or refuses to settle or make payment as herein required shall
forfeitthree months' salary, and upo·n notice from the state auditor to the
countycommissioners that said settlement has not been made, the county
commissionersmust withhold such compensation.
Collateral References.
History: R. s. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2664;
C. L, 1917, § 6065; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-72.

Taxatione::o912.
61 C.J. Taxation

§ 2303.

59-10-70. Duty of county auditor-Report
to, state auditor.-The
county auditor of each county, between the first and tenth days of each
monthin which the treasurer of his county is required to settle with the
state auditor, must make, iri triplicate, in such form as the state auditor
may desire, a report showing specifically the amount due the state from
eachparticular source of revenue at the close of business of the last day
of the preceding month.
History: R. s. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2665;
Collateral References.
O. L. 1917, § 6066; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-73.

Taxatione::o912.
61 C.J. ·Taxation

§ 2303.

59-10-71. State and county treasurer to- receive duplicate copies.-The
county auditor must at once transmit by mail one copy of the report to
the state auditor, one copy to the state treasurer, and must deliver the
0ther copy to the treasurer of his county.
History: R. S, 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2667;
0. L. 1917, § 6067; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10-74.

Collateral References.
Taxation e:;,912.
61 C.J. Taxation § 2303.

59-10-72. Delict, of county auditor-Penalty.-Every
county auditor
who fails to make and transmit any such report or statement shall forfeit
three months' salary, and the county commissioners must withhold such
compensation.
History: R. S. 1898 & C. L. 1907, § 2668;
0. L. 1917, § 6068; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
80-10•75.

Collateral References.
Taxatione::o912.
61 C.J. Taxation § 2303.
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